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Abstract
The Logic Automata model is a universal distributed computing structure which
pushes parallelism to the bit-level extreme. This new model drastically diﬀers from
conventional computer architectures in that it exposes, rather than hides, the physics
underlying the computation by accomodating data processing and storage in a local
and distributed manner. Based on Logic Automata, highly scalable computing struc-
trues for digital and analog processing have been developed; and they are veriﬁed at
the transistor level in this thesis.
The Asynchronous Logic Automata (ALA) model is derived by adding the tempo-
ral locality, i.e., the asynchrony in data exchanges, in addition to the spacial locality
of the Logic Automata model. As a demonstration of this incrementally extensible,
clockless structure, we designed an ALA cell library in 90 nm CMOS technology and
established a “pick-and-place” design ﬂow for fast ALA circuit layout. The work
ﬂow gracefully aligns the description of computer programs and circuit realizations,
providing a simpler and more scalable solution for Application Speciﬁc Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) designs, which are currently limited by global contraints such as the
clock and long interconnects. The potential of the ALA circuit design ﬂow is tested
with example applications for mathematical operations.
The same Logic Automata model can also be augmented by relaxing the digi-
tal states into analog ones for interesting analog computations. The Analog Logic
Automata (AnLA) model is a merge of the Analog Logic principle and the Logic
Automata arhitecture, in which eﬃcient processing is embedded onto a scalable con-
struction. In order to study the unique property of this mixed-signal computing
structure, we designed and fabricated an AnLA test chip in AMI 0.5μm CMOS tech-
nology. Chip tests of an AnLA Noise-Locked Loop (NLL) circuit as well as application
tests of AnLA image processing and Error-Correcting Code (ECC) decoding, show
large potential of the AnLA structure.
Thesis Supervisor: Neil A. Gershenfeld
Title: Director, Center for Bits and Atoms
Professor of Media Arts and Sciences
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Presently, computing systems are usually built with a hierachical and modular ap-
proach that tries to hide away the underlying hardware from the upper level software.
The venerable von Neumann model [78] is based on such abstraction and has been the
dominant architecture choice of almost all computers over the past ﬁfty years. Mean-
while, the hardware scaling trend following Moore’s Law [50, 4] has been successful
in keeping up with the ever-growing need for better computer performance and lower
cost. This exponential technological growth thus plays a critical role in maintaining
the von Neumann architecture as a unchallenged canonical way of building comput-
ers. However, as the transistor size shrinks beyond 45nm and billions of transistors
are crammed onto one chip, challenges like clock/power distribution, interconnection,
and heat dissipation are becoming more and more pronounced; and Moore’s Law
is reaching a point where any additional technology scaling will be accompanied by
excessively large design eﬀorts [51]. As a result, people are now eagerly searching for
alternative driving forces to back up the transistor scaling. Architectural change from
the von Neumann model, which is constrained by many physical limits [56], to some
parallelized structures is believed to be promising for future performance increases.
In this work, we push parallelism to extremes to investigate the Logic Automata
model as a universal computing structure. The Logic Automata model is an array in
which each cell contains a logic gate, stores its state and interacts with its neighboring
cells, locally providing the components needed for computational universality [19].
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Based on the theoretical and algorithmical developments of this computational model
[19, 7, 10, 75, 6, 9, 24], we build transistor-level hardware implementations to examine
the computational potential of the Logic Automata model. Before we get to the circuit
design for Logic Automata, we ﬁrst give a review of the past work that leads to the
Logic Automata model.
1.1 Past Work
The idea of Logic Automata stems from the Cellular Automata (CA) model [77]
proposed by von Neumann. The CA model was designed as a mathematical tool
to explore the theory of self-replicating machines; and it came after von Neumann’s
famous Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer (EDVAC) [78], which is
believed to be the ancestor of “the von Neumann architecture.” Following the original
CA concept, more works can be found in the literature ellaborating on the CA theory
[62, 5, 27]. And works such as [2] and more recently the construction of Rule 110 [46]
took on a slightly diﬀerent direction to prove CA’s computational universality.
The theoretical works led to useful applications. Margolus and Toﬀoli, among oth-
ers, built the Cellular Automata Machine 8 (CAM8) to simulate the cellular automata
and other physical systems [20, 43, 71, 63]. Although the hardware was specialized
for distributed system simulation, CAM8 was not made with truly extensible cellular
structure. Nevertheless, CAM8-emulated cellular automata already showed excellent
modeling power for complex physical systems.
It is easy to notice the similarities between the CA structure and many other well
known computing media - especially the Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
and their variants. The FPGAs include such diﬀerent ﬂavors as the sum-product net-
works [61], the sea-of-gates style systems [23], the acyclic, memory-less structures [47],
and today’s complex, heterogeneous commercial products. Although every FPGA
contains a grid of cells with rich interconnections, neither FPGA type is strictly lo-
cal, nor arbitrarily extensible. The systolic array is another parallel architecture with
a network arrangement of processing units [32]. But due to its piped connectivity
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and directional information propagation between the cells, such a system could not
be considered fully scalable either.
Therefore, the CA model is an overly complicated model to implement, as it im-
poses too many constraints between space and time, in spite of the fact that it is
simple in mathematical form and suitable for theoretical research. The CAM8 ma-
chine, being an excellent CA simulator, does not have an extensible cellular structure.
The FPGAs and systolic arrays have global interconnects and global data ﬂows that
introduce non-local dependencies, which again betrays system extensibility. To ﬁll
the gaps in the aforementioned models, the Logic Automata model is invented, which
faithfully reﬂects the physics of the system.
In the next section, we continue to elaborate on the motivation for inventing Logic
Automata.
1.2 Motivation
We were initially seeking a simple but universal computational model that allows
maximum ﬂexibility and extensibility. The original CA model naturally became in-
teresting to us because it is the simplest among the computationally universal models
with completely local, scalable construction. But the CA model remains more useful
as a mathematical tool for computation theory than a general processing unit for any
practical purposes. This is because even basic Boolean logic functions such as NAND
or XOR will require many CA cells to implement.
For example, Banks proposed a universal two-state CA model with rectangular
nearest neighbor connections [2, 8]. The model operates on three simple rules: a “0”
cell surrounded by three or four “1” cells becomes a “1”; a “1” cell which is neighbored
on two adjacent sides (north and west, north and east, south and west, or south and
east) by “1” cells and on the other sides by “0” cells becomes a “0”; and ﬁnally,
that any other cell retains its previous state. By implementing a basic universal logic
function ¬A∧B, Banks’ CA can be a universal computation machine. However, this
primitive function is implemented in a 13×19 rectangular patch of cells, in which 83
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cells are actively used [8]. This model is too complicated for any practical purpose.
It is evident that we should increase computational complexity per cell in prac-
tical use of a CA-like model. Logic Automata solve this problem by incorporating
Boolean logic directly in the cells instead of deriving the logic needed from ensembles
of CA cells. Not only would the number of cells needed to achieve a practical design
drastically decrease, but the hardware realization would be simpler also. For any
digital design that is expressed in terms of a set of complex Boolean logic computa-
tions, Logic Automata save one level of mapping eﬀort by directly utilizing two-input
Boolean logic functions as building blocks. To be complete, a Logic Automata cell
also stores one bit of state just as a CA cell does; and capability other than logic
computation is added to the Logic Automata framework to ensure general-purpose
control and manipulation.
Furthermore, asynchronous operation is explicitly enforced in Logic Automata
to produce the model of Asynchronous Logic Automata (ALA), for the reason that
asynchronous cell updates mimic the limited information propagation speed in any
physical systems [8, 19]. Additionally, only with the elimination of the global clock
and the completely autonomous cell operations, can a truly scalable architecture be
maintained.
In addition, we are not conﬁning ourselves solely to the digital computation do-
main; analog computation can also be incorporated by relaxing the Boolean state of
every Logic Automata cell into analog states. The resulting Analog Logic Automata
(AnLA) exploit the probablistic Analog Logic principle and ﬁnd a broad range of
applications in signal synchronization, decoding and image processing.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Works in [19, 10, 8, 75, 9, 24] have laid the theoretical and algorithmatic foundation
of the Logic Automata model as well as many of its variants. In this thesis, the focus
will be on the hardware realization and evaluation of such models [7, 6].
Circuit design and testing for both Asynchronous Logic Automata (ALA) and
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Analog Logic Automata (AnLA) are presented. In Chapter 2, we provide background
information for the ALA design, including the development of the Logic Automata
model and its variants, ALA algorithms, and fundamentals about asynchronous cir-
cuit design. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the design of ALA circuits, in which the ALA
cell library with a brand new chip design ﬂow is described. In Chapter 4, we test our
ALA cells with ALA applications and show the unique advantage of our ALA design
ﬂow. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we introduce an analog-computation based Logic
Automata, where circuit design and application test are described respectively. We
ﬁnally summarize our work in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Background Information for
Asynchronous Logic Automata
Design
The Asynchronous Logic Automata (ALA) model sits at the center of the whole
Logic Automata development eﬀort. ALA is a computationally universal, simple,
and scalable digital computation medium. Before we give a detailed description of
hardware design of the ALA model, a brief review of the derivation and deﬁnition of
the model is presented, which moves from the “plain” Logic CA cells, to the ALA,
and to the idea of Reconﬁgurable Asynchronous Logic Automata (RALA) that adds
in-band programmability to the ALA. The Analog Logic Automata (AnLA) model is
also derived based on the Logic CA cells and relaxes digital states into analog states.
Moreover, the basics of asynchronous circuit design are also summarized brieﬂy in
this chapter.
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2.1 The Evolution of the Logic Automata Family
2.1.1 Logic CA Cells
A Logic CA cell is a one-bit digital processor which conceptually incorporates a two-
input Boolean Logic gate and a one-bit register storing the cell state. A set of selected
Logic CA cells is equivalent to a computationally universal CA model, but could be
more useful because each Logic CA cell has stronger computation power without
considerable hardware complexity increase. A mathematical proof of the equivalence
between the Logic CA cells and the cellular automata is given in [8], but readers could
understand Logic CA intuitively by looking at the following examplary embodiment
of Logic CA cells:
A Logic CA cell has two inputs, one Boolean logic function and a one-bit state
storage. Each cell input can be conﬁgured to be from one of the output state
values of its four rectangular (North, West, South and East) neighbor cells. The
Boolean logic function can be chosen from the function set: {NAND, XOR,
AND, OR}. In each time step, a cell receives two input bits from its neighbors,
performs the selected Boolean operation on these inputs, and sets its own state
to the result.
As can be seen from the deﬁnition, the Logic CA cells are still deﬁned to operate
synchronously. Secondly, the Boolean function set is chosen such that the universal
Boolean computation is ensured (strictly speaking, NAND operation alone suﬃces
universal computation) and the ease of use is also considered by providing redundancy
in logical functionalities.
2.1.2 Asynchronous Logic Automata
There are several reasons that let us consider introducing asynchrony into the Logic
CA. First of all, Asynchronous Logic Automata (ALA) eliminate the global clock,
which could become a bottleneck when a digital system scales up. As the technology
is evolving and system designs are becoming more complicated, digital systems suﬀer
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more from a whole class of timing problems, including clock skew and interconnect
speed limitation. The computation units are processing at such a fast speed that
the speed of signal transmission is approaching its physical limit in order to keep
up. As a result, huge eﬀorts have been invested into clock distribution techniques
and interconnect technologies to ﬁght this physical limit. However, clock deskewing
circuitry [18, 68] usually takes up a signiﬁcant portion of a system’s power budget,
chip area and design time. And the non-conventional interconnect technologies, for
instance the optical interconnect [34, 73], are still far from mature enough to push
the physical speed limit to a higher level. In contrast, ALA circuits avoid such eﬀorts
completely as they require no global clock, dismissing the need for a clock distribution;
and ALA cells only communicate locally, mitigating signal transmission delays over
long interconnects.
Secondly, making the Logic CA asynchronous could eliminate the “delay lines.”
Delay lines exist in some synchronous Logic CA applications only to match multiple
convergent paths so that their signals arrive at the same time under the global clock
update. These would become unnecessary in an ALA application circuitry because the
relative timing of the signals at the merging point is taken care of by the asynchronous
communication protocol. This saves space, time, and power, and simpliﬁes ALA
algorithm design.
The asynchronous behavior can be added into Logic Automata by exploiting the
Marked Graph formulation [52] in Petri net theory [55]. Similar construction of asyn-
chronous circuits using Petri nets can be found in [12, 48], but not with a cellular
architecture. In our ALA modeling, the global clock is removed and the state storage
in each cell is replaced with a “token” [55] which is broadcast to its neighbor cells.
Between each pair of cells that has data transmission, tokens are propagated as in-
formation bits. A token can be encoded by two data wires and represent 3 distinct
states, i.e., a “0” token corresponding to a bit “0”, a “1” token corresponding to
a bit “1”, and an “empty” token indicating empty state storage. Therefore, tokens
reside on the edges between cells and each cell conceptually becomes stateless. For
a Logic Automata cell to ﬁre, it waits until its two input edges have tokens ready,
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Figure 2-1: ALA cell types and deﬁnition.
i.e., non-empty tokens (tokens of either “0” or “1”). Then it consumes the input to-
kens (making tokens on input edges become “empty” tokens), performs its conﬁgured
function, and puts the result token onto its output edges. As it is a Marked Graph,
the behavior of this model is well-deﬁned even without any assumptions regarding
the timing of the computations, except that each computation will ﬁre in some ﬁnite
length of time after the preconditions are met [8]. From a circuit design point of
view, such asynchronous operations can be robustly implemented with “handshake”
protocols introduced later.
Figure 2-1 summarizes the ALA cells that we are going to implement and use in
the ALA applications. As compared to the Logic CA deﬁnition in the last section,
the rectangular interconnection is kept unchanged. But ALA cells communicate asyn-
chronously rather than assuming a global clock and more Boolean logic functions are
added to the cell library. Moreover, we add the CROSSOVER (or CROSS), COPY
and DELETE cells for manipulating token propagation, creation and destruction.
2.1.3 Reconﬁgurable Asynchronous Logic Automata
Reconﬁgurable Asynchronous Logic Automata (RALA) are obtained by introduc-
ing reconﬁgurable property into each ALA cell to select the gate type and its input
sources. Based on the ALA deﬁnition in Figure 2-1, RALA is deﬁned with a selected
cell function set and an additional “stem” cell, as shown in Figure 2-2. The nam-
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Figure 2-2: RALA cell types and deﬁnition.
ing clearly draws analogy from biology: similar to the universal folding behavior in
molecular biology, in which a linear code is converted into a shape [57], the RALA
model takes in instruction bit string to specify either the creation of a new stem cell
in a relative folding direction to its input, or the conﬁguration of the stem cell into
one of the 7 other cell types [19]. The instruction bits are tokens streamed in along a
linear chain of stem cells; the terminal stem cell at the end of the chain accumulates
the bit string to form an instruction.
Just as the machinery of molecular biology is an operating system for life, RALA
suggest an analogous way of information propagation to form an operating system
and programmable computation. To program a patch of stem cells into a useful ALA
application, we ﬁrst fold a path for instruction streaming, and then as instructions
are streamed in, stem cells are speciﬁed for appropriate gate types and inputs, one by
one along the path. But after stem cells become active cells, they cannot ﬁre before
they have valid tokens on their inputs and empty connections on their outputs. This
constraint could ensure that each cell turns on consistently without requiring any
other kind of coordination.
A diﬀerent way to look at the RALA model is that it is a multicore processor or
an FPGA taken to the extreme. Each processor stores and computes one bit and
its functionality is programmable. In addition, RALA push locality to extremes be-
cause both the programming phase and the processing phase adhere to strict spatial
local rules. Therefore, the RALA model is the ﬁrst model of computation to bal-
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ance computation, data, and instructions, while simultaneously permitting eﬃcient
implementation in the physical world and enabling practical and eﬃcient algorith-
mic design. This is both necessary and suﬃcient for computing to scale optimally
according to the laws of physics [9].
A lot of modeling work has been established and all ALA applications could be
easily laid out and run by streaming a bit string into a patch of stem cells [9]. In the
near future, we will also implement RALA circuits on the transistor level.
2.1.4 Analog Logic Automata
The Logic Automata model is not conﬁned to only digital computations. Analog Logic
Automata (AnLA) could be of interest when it comes to statistical signal processing
or any other kind of computation that is dealing with continuous numbers directly.
By storing a continuous value in each Logic Automata cell and deriving “soft”
versions of Boolean logic functions according to the Analog Logic principle [75, 74,
66], AnLA could perform eﬃcient analog computations and remain local in signal
exchange. We will cover AnLA design and application in much more detail in Chapter
5 and Chapter 6.
2.2 Asynchronous Logic Automata Applications
2.2.1 Mathematical Operations
ALA will not be attractive as a general-purpose processor without the capability of in-
teger mathematical operations. We could implement on ALA a family of calculations
including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, as well as matrix-matrix (or
matrix-vector) multiplication. [24] is dedicated to the explanations of the implemen-
tations and performance evaluation. For the purpose of our work, a summary of all
available mathematical operations are listed and described brieﬂy.
1. Addition
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Figure 2-3: A serial adder schematic implemented on ALA, courtesy of [24].
The two-input adder on ALA is best implemented as a serial adder. The two
addends are streamed into the adder serially, with the Least Siginiﬁcant Bit (LSB)
comes in ﬁrst and Most Signiﬁcant Bit (MSB) comes last. The core of the serial
adder is a one-bit full adder, but the carry out of the full adder is connected back to
the adder’s carry in. In this way, a multi-bit addition could be performed recursively.
The result is also streamed out with its LSB coming out ﬁrst. Figure 2-3 shows the
ALA schematic of the adder.
One might ask why serial adder is more advantageous in ALA. In a conventional
computer, addition is best performed by special-purpose hardware such as a Kogge-
Stone Tree Adder, which feeds in addends in a parallel manner and uses a Carry
Look-Ahead (CLA) strategy [29]. Such kind of CLA adder generates the carry signal
in O(log n) time and is faster than the ALA serial adder, which takes O(n) time to
produce the carry signal. However we choose to avoid a CLA adder in ALA envi-
ronment because the CLA structure is not suitable for local data communication: a
carry signal of lower bits needs to penetrate through the neighboring bits to reach
a higher bit, in order to produce a “look-ahead” carry signal. The non-local data
exchange will lead to unnecessary long wirings in ALA environment and poor power
eﬃciency. Therefore, the serial adder is a good trade-oﬀ for ALA, in which a little
bit of speed loss wins back a considerable gain in power and area.
2. Subtraction
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Figure 2-4: A subtracter schematic implemented on ALA, courtesy of [24].
The subtraction operation (schematic shown in Figure 2-4) is analogous to the
addition. The carry bits become the borrow bits. The borrow bit being residual
indicates a negative result. Ignoring the residual bit gives us two’s complement rep-
resentation. As an example, subtracting (0001)2 from (0000)2 yields (1111)2 and a
residual borrow bit of 1.
3. Multiplication
The multiplication on ALA is implemented by mimicking the familiar pen-and-
paper approach of multiplying, which has compact and local computing structure
by nature. Figure 2-5 shows an exemplary ALA multiplying circuit. This circuit
multiplies a 4-bit multiplier (IN 1) with a multiplicand of ﬂexible bit length (IN 2),
in which the length is set by the length of the bit buﬀer at the bottom of the ﬁgure.
For ease of explaining, we refer to vertical stripes as stages and horizontal ones as
tracks. The multiplier (IN 1) is ﬁrst fanned out (the fan out stage) and each of the
4 bits is routed to its appropriate track at the select stage. The bits are copied (the
duplicate stage) and bit-wise multiplied with the multiplicand (IN 2) bit string at
the multiply stage. The resultant bit strings at each track are shifted and aligned by
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Figure 2-5: A multiplying schematic implemented on ALA, courtesy of [24].
Figure 2-6: A integer divider schematic implemented on ALA, courtesy of [24].
an appropriate amount at the pad and mask stages. Finally, a tree of serial adders
calculate the sum and stream out the multiplication result at the sum stage.
4. Integer Division
The integer division algorithm on ALA is more complex than the operations intro-
duced so far, because it requires conditional and loop ﬂow control constructs similar
to “FOR” and “IF” statements in C. We will give a global structure of the ALA
integer divider here in Figure 2-6, and readers could refer to [24] for the remaining
details of each functional blocks.
5. Matrix-matrix Multiplication
The matrix-matrix multiplication is implemented with a matrix of multipliers and
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Figure 2-7: An ALA schematic implementing multiplication between two 3 × 3 ma-
trices, each element of the matrices is a 3-bit number, courtesy of [24].
adders. Figure 2-7 shows an example in which two 3 × 3 matrices containing 3-bit
numbers are multiplied together. The elements of the ﬁrst matrix is serially fed into
the input ports on the left, column by column. And the elements of the second matrix
is serially fed into the input ports at the top, row by row. They are multiplied with
each other at the ALA multiplier matrix and the result is summed up to produce an
output matrix at the bottom part of the schematic. The matrix-vector multiplication
is a subset of the matrix-matrix multiplication, which can be implemented by one
column of the schematic in Figure 2-7.
This matrix multiplier takes the same hardware space as the matrix being multi-
plied, and the time complexity is also linear, thanks to the parallel architecture.
2.2.2 Bubble Sort
The well known “Bubble Sort” algorithm could be implemented in ALA at a com-
putational time complexity of O(n) and a computational space complexity of O(n).
The bubble sort can be intuitively understood as the unsorted elements gradually
“bubbling” up to their sorted location through a series of nearest-neighbor transpo-
sitions. The basic operation is to repeatedly check each neighboring pair of elements
and swap them if they are out of order [28].
Although the bubble sort is a simple and classical algorithm, it has O(n2) time
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Figure 2-8: Linear-time ALA sorting circuit, courtesy of [8].
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complexity if implemented on a sequential computer and is inferior to other faster
algorithms such as quicksort (O(n log n) time complexity). This is not the case on
a highly-parallelized ALA computer, where all non-overlapping pairs of elements can
be compared simultaneously at no extra cost. The parallelism in turn leads to O(n)
time complexity, which is superior than the best possible sequential sorting algorithm.
This kind of linear speed-up in a parallel processor is common in special-purpose array
processors [33], but our implementation on ALA is diﬀerent because the ALA model
is a general-purpose universal computation.
Now we will take a close look at the ALA bubble sort algorithm [8]. Two function
blocks called the “switchyard” and the “comparator” are key to the implementation.
The elements to be sorted are represented as bit strings and are serially streamed into
the sorting machine. Each comparator operates on two input bit strings of the ele-
ments to be sorted and outputs them unmodiﬁed, along with a single-bit control line
which indicates whether the elements are out of order. A corresponding switchyard
receives both the bit strings and the control signal from the comparator. Depending
on the control signal, it transposes two bit strings if they are out of order or passes
them back out unmodiﬁed for the next round of comparisons.
By interleaving switchyards and comparators together, we are able to assemble
a bubble sort machine. At any time instance, half the comparators or half the
switchyards are active since all the pairs being compared simultaneously are non-
overlapping. Figure 2-8 shows a portion of an ALA sorting implementation. It is
easy to identify that the circuit size grows linearly with the number of elements to
be sorted. The execution time is also linear because in worst-case, an element has
to travel from one end to the other, which is linear as the number of elements. Note
that here in asynchronous operation, the cost of a computation is not counted in the
number of operations, but the distance that information travels.
2.2.3 SEA: Scalable Encryption Algorithm
The Scalable Encryption Algorithm for Small Embedded Applications (SEA) [65] is
a scalable encryption algorithm targeted for small embedded applications, where low
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Figure 2-9: ALA SEA encryption circuit, courtesy of [8].
cost performance and maximum parameter ﬂexibility are highly desirable [39, 40]. It is
particularly well-suited to ALA because the cipher structures can operate on streams
and take advantage of an arbitrary degree of parallelism to deliver a corresponding
degree of security.
The SEA implementation is a little more complicated than the bubble sort and
the primitive operations include [8]:
1. Bitwise XOR
2. Substitution box (S-box)
3. Word rotate
4. Bit rotate
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5. One-bit serial adder
Given the above building blocks, a SEA circuit can be constructed. Figure 2-9
shows one round of a 48-bit SEA encryption process (seven rounds are needed for
a practically useful SEA encryption). The rightmost three columns are carrying the
encryption key bit streams (48-bit key); the leftmost three column and the three
columns left to the key streams are carrying input data streams (every 48-bit block is
a data segment). In one round of SEA encryption, half of the data block and half of the
key bits are combined with three adders. The combination is processed by the S-box
and then bit-rotated. The rotated bit stream is then XOR’ed with the right half of the
input data. By placing the XOR gates properly, the word rotate operation is achieved
implicitly. At the output, the right half data and key is unchanged and propaged to
the next round; and the right half data is changed after the XOR operation. The two
halves of the data also need to switch places with each other before the next round
of processing, which is not shown in the ﬁgure.
2.3 Asynchronous Circuit Design Basics
This section provides a very brief overview of asynchronous circuit design techniques.
It is not intended to be a complete tutorial, but the techniques discussed here are
mostly relevant to our work in ALA cell library design.
2.3.1 Classes of Asynchronous Circuits
Depending on the delay assumptions made for circuit modeling, asynchronous circuits
can be classiﬁed as being speed-independent (SI), delay-insensitive (DI), quasi-delay-
insensitive (QDI), or self-timed [64, 53, 11]. The distinction between these are best
illustrated by referring to Figure 2-10.
A SI circuit can operate correctly under the assumption of positive, bounded but
unknown delays in gates and ideal zero-delay wires. Take the circuit segment in
Figure 2-10 as an example, this means dA, dB, and dC could be arbitrary, but d1, d2,
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Figure 2-10: A circuit fragment with gate and wire delays for illustration of diﬀerent
asynchronous circuit classes, courtesy of [64].
and d3 are all zero. Clearly, zero wire delays are not practical, but one way to get an
“eﬀectively” SI circuit is to lump wire delays into the gates, by allowing arbitrary d1
and d2 and forcing d2 = d3. This SI model with an additional assumption is actually
equivalent to a QDI model, which will be introduced later.
A DI circuit can operate correctly under the assumption of positive, bounded but
unknown delays in both gates and wires. This means dA, dB, dC , and d1, d2, d3, are all
arbitrary. This is apparently weakest assumption for circuit component behavior, but
it is also practically diﬃcult to construct DI circuits. In fact, only circuits composed
of C-elements (will be deﬁned in the succeeding section) and inverters can be delay-
insensitive [45].
A QDI circuit makes slightly more strict assumption than a DI circuit: the circuit
is delay-insensitive, but with the exception of some carefully identiﬁed wire forks
where d2 = d3 (Note the equivalence of the QDI deﬁnition to the SI model with the
addtional assumption). Such wire forks are formally deﬁned by A. J. Martin [45] as
isochronic forks, where signal transitions occur at the same time at all end-points. In
practice, isochronic forks are usually trivial; or they could also be easily implemented
by well-controlled delay lines. As a result, QDI circuits are considered the most
balanced asynchronous circuit model, with minimum assumptions to be practically
realizable.
Lastly, self-timed circuits are simply referring to circuits that rely on more elab-
orate timing assumptions, other than those in SI/DI/QDI circuits, to ensure correct
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Figure 2-11: The four-phase handshake protocol, courtesy of [11].
operations.
There are many successful projects in the past that used QDI circuits, including
TITAC from Tokyo Institute of Technology, MiniMIPS from Caltech, SPA from The
University of Manchester and ASPRO-216 from France Telecom. Because of its ease
of use, we will focus on QDI asynchronous circuits in following sections and also
implement our ALA circuits under QDI assumptions in the next chapter.
2.3.2 The Handshake Protocol and the Data Encoding
The most pervasive signaling protocols for asynchronous systems are the Handshake
Protocols. The protocol can be further classiﬁed as Four-phase Handshake or Two-
phase Handshake.
The Four-phase Handshake is also referred to as return-to-zero (RZ), or level sig-
naling. The typical operation cycles of a Four-phase Handshake Protocol is illustrated
in Figure 2-11. In this protocol there are 4 transitions, 2 on the request and 2 on the
acknowledge, required to complete a complete event transaction. And by the time
one transaction ends, both request and acknowledge signals go back to zero.
The Two-phase Handshake is alternatively called non-return-to-zero (NRZ), or
edge signaling. In the operation cycles of a Two-phase Handshake, as illustrated in
Figure 2-12, both the falling and rising edges of the request signals indicate a new
request. The same is true for transitions on the acknowledge signal.
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Figure 2-12: The two-phase handshake protocol, courtesy of [11].
Both protocols are heavily used in asychronous circuit design. Usually the four-
phase protocol is considered to be simpler than the two-phase protocol because the
former responds to the signal levels of the request and the acknowledge signals, leading
to simpler logic and smaller circuit implementation; while the latter has to deal with
edges. In terms of power and performance, some people think two-phase protocol
is better since every transition represents a meaningful event and no transitions or
power are consumed in returning to zero. This assertion could be true in theory, but
if we take into account that more logic circuits are needed in two-phase protocol, the
increased logic complexity, thus increased power, may counteract the power gain from
having less transitions. Besides, four-phase proponents argue that the falling (return
to zero) transitions are often easily hidden by overlapping them with other actions
in the circuit, which means the two-phase protocol is not necessarily faster than the
four-phase protocol either. Summing up the above reasoning, we chose to implement
the four-phase handshake protocol in our ALA design because of its simplicity and
comparable performance and power eﬃciency to the two-phase protocol.
Following the discussion about data communication protocol, we also need to
know ways to encode data. Two methods are widely used for both four-phase and
two-phase handshake protocols. One choice is the bundled data encoding, in which for
an n-bit data value to be transmitted, n bits of data, 1 request bit, and 1 acknowledge
bit are needed. Totally n+2 wires will be required.
The alternative choice is the dual rail encoding. In this approach, for each trans-
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Figure 2-13: The dual rail data encoding scheme.
mitted bit, three wires are needed: two of them are used to encode both the data value
and the request signal, and the third wire is used as acknowledgement. The data and
request encoding scheme is shown in Figure 2-13, in which the request signal could
be inferred by judging whether there is data or not on the two wires. In dual rail
encoding, an n-bit data chunk will need 2n+1 wires, because only the acknowledge
wire could be shared.
Usually the dual rail encoding needs more wires than the bundled data encoding
for communication. But because in ALA implementation, we will only transfer 1-
bit data in the whole system, the wire cost is 3 wires/bit in both schemes. And
due to the fact that the dual rail encoding scheme is more conceptually close to the
“token” model, we chose to use the dual rail encoding scheme for our ALA data
communication. And in the following development, we will use the word “data” and
“token” interchangeably when we are referring to the data communications.
2.3.3 The C-element
A common design requirement in implementing the above two protocols is to conjoin
two or more requests to provide a single outgoing request, or conversely to provide a
conjunction of acknowledge signals. This is realized by the famous C-element [17, 54],
which can be viewed as a state synchronizer in the asynchronous world, or a protocol-
preserving conjunctive gate. Figure 2-14 shows the symbol of a C-element as well as
its function. This C-element can also be represented in a logic equation as follows.
Fn+1 = A ·B + Fn · (A + B) (2.1)
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Figure 2-14: The C-element symbol and function.
The C-element is useful because it acts as a synchronization point which is nec-
essary for protocol preservation. Many consider C-elements to be as fundamental as
a NAND gate in asynchronous circuits. However, excess synchronization sometimes
will hurt performance when too many C-elements are used in places where simple
logic gates might otherwise suﬃce.
A multiple input C-element is a direct extension to the two-input C-element de-
ﬁned above, in which the C-element output will become “1” (“0”) only when all its
inputs are “1” (“0”), otherwise the output will hold the current state.
C-element can also have asymmetric inputs. In an asymmetric C-element, a pos-
itively asymmetric input will not aﬀect the output’s transition from 1 to 0, but this
input must be 1 for the output to make the transition from 0 to 1. In other words,
it will only aﬀect the positive transition of the output, hence the name. Similarly,
a negatively asymmetric input will only aﬀect the negative transition of the output.
Figure 2-15 shows some typical asymmetric C-elements and their corresponding logic
equations.
2.3.4 The Pre-Charge Half Buﬀer and the Pre-Charge Full
Buﬀer
The Pre-Charge Half Buﬀer (PCHB) and the Pre-Charge Full Buﬀer (PCFB) [80,
13, 14] is an important class of asynchronous circuit that assumes QDI property and
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Figure 2-15: Variants of C-element, symbols and equations.
communicates with handshake protocols. They are basicly an asynchronous register;
by arranging buﬀers in a chain, an asynchronous pipeline, or shift register could be
formed. Because they include the essential behaviors for asynchronous operations,
many variants of asynchronous circuits could be built based on them.
Figure 2-16 and 2-17 show the schematics of the PCHB and PCFB, respectively.
The protocol for the two circuits is four-phase handshake and is encoded in dual rail
scheme. The diﬀerence between the PCHB and the PCFB is in their capacitity to
hold tokens. In a chain of n PCHB’s, only n/2 tokens could be stored in the chain
because PCHB’s could only hold every other token in their normal operation. But
in a chain of n PCFB’s, n tokens could be held. We could see PCFB implements a
little more logic in each cell to trade for a higher token capacity. In our ALA design,
we want to achieve compact data storage where every cell will hold one bit of state,
therefore, PCFB is a better candidate for our design. Acutally, our ALA cell design
is also based on PCFB structure.
A key design component of the PCFB cell is to use the outputs of the C3 and
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Figure 2-16: The schematic of a PCHB, courtesy of [80].
Figure 2-17: The schematic of a PCFB, courtesy of [80].
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C4 C-elements to control the token propagation through C1 and C2. In fact, C3 and
C4 form an asynchronous ﬁnite state machine (aFSM) to control the cell operation,
while C1 and C2 form the computing unit to process and fan-out the token fed into
them. Here we will describe the normal Four-phase Handshake operation that is
implemented on the PCFB basic cell:
1. We start from the following initial state: there are no tokens on the PCFB cell’s
input and output; both InAck and OutAck are high, indicating that both the
cell and the cell’s successor is ready for a new token1; and the aFSM’s state
{C3, C4} (outputs of C3 and C4) is {1,1}.
2. If a token arrives, either In0 or In1 becomes 1. Because C4’s output and OutAck
is high, the token propagates through C1 and C2, which makes either Out0 or
Out1 becomes 1.
3. The fact that the output is no longer empty is detected by the NOR gate
connected to the output. Now the outputs of the inverter and the NOR gate
associated with the output become low, which cause the InAck (C3) to switch
from high to low. This is the acknowledgement for the received token.
4. The lowering of InAck causes C4 switch to low, leading to aFSM’s state of {0,0}.
At this point, the cell is held static and waits for either of the two incidents
happen: its output token is acknowledged by its successor cell, i.e., OutAck
switches from high to low; or its input token is cleared by its predecessor cell
as a response to the lowering of InAck.
5. If the OutAck turns low at some point, both C1 and C2 are cleared to 0 because
OutAck and C4 are 0. This eﬀectively empties the output token and the NOR
gate associated with the output becomes high.
6. If the input token is cleared at some point, the NOR gate associated with input
becomes high. InAck switches back to high as a result, indicating that the cell
1In our paticular realization, we deﬁne acknowledge signal to be negatively active, i.e., ack=1
indicates ready for new tokens, and ack=0 indicates the receipt of a token.
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is read to take another new token.
7. Until both of the two incidents take place, C4 becomes high again, and the
aFSM state is back to {1,1}. This ﬁnishes a complete cycle of operation.
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Chapter 3
Circuit Design for Asynchronous
Logic Automata
In this chapter, we will focus on the circuit design and optimization of the ALA cell
library in 90nm CMOS process. The establishment of the ALA design ﬂow is also
described.
3.1 Architectural Design
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne the ALA cell library and the design ﬂow that we are trying to build.
The ALA cell library is a collection of cells with diﬀerent functions. Each cell
waits for input token(s) to arrive and then produces a result token that is stored
locally, which in turn can be passed to its rectangular nearest neighbors1.
• Function Set: the cell library implements logic functions of BUF, INV, NAND,
AND, NOR, OR, XOR; and token manipulation functions of CROSSOVER,
COPY, and DELETE2.
1We conﬁne the number of inputs for one ALA cell is equal or less than two. This restriction
is for simplifying cell designs, but it does not aﬀect the general-purpose ALA architecture because
multiple (greater than two) input cells can be implemented by a cascade of two-input cells.
2A cell by default is initialized to be storing an empty token (no token), but there are also cells
initialized to be storing a “0” or “1” token.
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• Asynchronous Communication: ALA cells communicate based on the dual rail
encoding scheme and a Four-phase Handshake Protocol.
• Interconnection: an ALA cell has interconnections to and from its four nearest
neighbors, i.e., North, West, South and East; the two inputs and up to four
outputs of a cell are chosen from the four directions.
• Design Flow: an ALA schematic can be assembled through a “pick-and-place”
process. Cells with appropriate functions are ﬁrst instantiated from the ALA
cell library and aligned as a grid. Then the interconnections are placed onto
the grid as an additional metal “mask” to ﬁnish the design.
The deﬁnition is also summarized in Figure 2-1 in Chapter 2. From the deﬁnition,
we see that the ALA design could be viewed as a grid of highly parallelized and ﬁne-
grained pipelined asynchronous computation system. In fact, the cell library could be
called as an Asynchronous Bitwise Parallel Cell Library. Because there is no global
coordination, any ALA circuit is easily assembled once the ALA cell library and the
library of interconnection metal masks are set up. Therefore, the design of ALA
circuits comes down to the design of the library and the semi-automatic design ﬂow.
Note that similar works could be found in the literature. The most relevant one
is from [42], in which a reconﬁgurable parallel structure for asynchronous processing
is proposed. But the building blocks for that work is not uniform and the design ﬂow
is completely manual.
The asynchronous communication interface is implemented with the PCFB struc-
ture introduced in the previous chapter. The logic cells’ communication interface can
be easily derived from the PCFB construction. The token manipulation cells are a
little more complicated, and more revision to the asynchronous state machine (aFSM)
is needed. Now we will describe the development of the block level ALA cell designs.
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3.2 Block Level ALA Cell Design
3.2.1 The Design of the Logic Function Cells
We will start from the simplest ALA cells, the BUF cell and the INV cell. Figure 3-1
shows the block level diagram of the BUF cell design. The control logic (the aFSM)
and the computing logic of a BUF cell is the same as the PCFB cell. The BUF cell
communicates according to the handshake protocol described in the previous chapter.
The aFSM composed by C3 and C4 is in charge of the coordination of the protocol.
The C1 and C2 pair enforces the simple relationship:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Z1 = A1
Z0 = A0
, (3.1)
which implemented the BUF logic function under the dual rail encoding representa-
tion.
The diﬀerence between our BUF cell and the PCFB cell is that the BUF cell has
an additional “Fanout Block” as shown in Figure 3-1. This block is only for a BUF
cell that needs to feed its state into two neighboring cells. In that case, the cell can
not clear its holding state until both of its succeeding cells send acknowledgements
back to it. As a result, we need an extra C-element for the coordination of these two
acknowledge signals.
The INV cell is a trivial transform from the BUF cell, where the input wires A0
and A1 are crossed relative to the output wires Z0 and Z1 to enforce
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Z1 = A0
Z0 = A1
. (3.2)
An INV cell block diagram is shown in Figure 3-2.
Based on the BUF and INV cell design, we could derive slightly complicated logic
function cell designs by incorporating logic into the computing C-element pair C1 and
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Figure 3-1: Block level design of the BUF cell in the ALA cell library.
Figure 3-2: Block level design of the INV cell in the ALA cell library.
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Figure 3-3: Block level design of the AND cell in the ALA cell library.
C2. An AND cell is shown in Figure 3-3. We could see that this cell enforces
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Z1 = A1 ·B1
Z0 = A0 + B0
. (3.3)
And the added logic could be conceptually represented as the AND and OR gates in
front of the C1 and C2
3.
Similarly, cells NAND, OR and NOR are constructured by rearranging the logic
gates and the inputs combinations. For completeness, the logic expressions and block
level design ﬁgures are given here.
NAND cell (Figure 3-4): ⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Z1 = A0 + B0
Z0 = A1 ·B1
(3.4)
3We should point out that the block diagram is only showing the principle. The actual imple-
mentation is diﬀerent, in that there will not be explicit implementations of the logic gates, as will
be discussed more in later sections.
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Figure 3-4: Block level design of the NAND cell in the ALA cell library.
OR cell (Figure 3-5): ⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Z1 = A1 + B1
Z0 = A0 ·B0
(3.5)
NOR cell (Figure 3-6): ⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Z1 = A0 ·B0
Z0 = A1 + B1
(3.6)
The XOR cell is also implemented with more logic gates incorporated in the C-
elements, as shown in Figure 3-7. The logic expressions are:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Z1 = A1 ·B0 + A0 ·B1
Z0 = A1 ·B1 + A0 ·B0
. (3.7)
Up to now, the cells are all designed to hold empty tokens on initialization. We
also implemented cells that are initialized to hold a “1” (also denoted as a “Ture”
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Figure 3-5: Block level design of the OR cell in the ALA cell library.
Figure 3-6: Block level design of the NOR cell in the ALA cell library.
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Figure 3-7: Block level design of the XOR cell in the ALA cell library.
Figure 3-8: Block level design of the BUF cell initialized to “T” (BUF T) in the ALA
cell library.
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token or “T”) or “0” (also denoted as a “False” token or “F”) token, in which either
C1 or C2 is initialized to be high instead of cleared to low. Because this essentially
changes the starting state of the cell, the asynchronous state machine state should be
initialized diﬀerently too, to adapt to the new starting state. We take the BUF cell
initialized to “T” (or “1”) as an example to show the consequent block diagram in
Figure 3-8.
All logic function cells can be initialized to “T” or “F” in the same way: the C1
(C2) element should be initialized to high to represent an initial “F” (“T”) token,
and the aFSM ought to be initialized to {C3, C4}={1, 0} as the starting point of the
state machine operation.
3.2.2 The Design of the Token Manipulation Cells
We now describe the design of the CROSSOVER, COPY and DELETE cells, which
manipulate token streams.
1. The CROSSOVER Cell
The CROSSOVER cell is dealing with two crossing streams of tokens. It is topo-
logically essential because our ALA cell does not have diagonal interconnections. The
cell is very simple to design in that it is actually two BUF cells combined, as shown
in Figure 3-9.
Totally there are four topologically diﬀerent CROSSOVER cells. Following the
format of {Input,Input - Output,Output}, they can be represented as {N,W - S,E};
{N,E - S,W}; {S,W - N,E}; and {S,E - N,W}.
2. The DELETE and COPY Cells
DELETE and COPY operations are for the generation and consumption of the
tokens. The two inputs to them are no longer symmetric, because there is a control
signal and a input signal. The DELETE and COPY cells are deﬁned in Figure
3-10 and 3-11 respectively. The A inputs in both ﬁgures are the data inputs and
the B inputs are the control signals. When the control signals are “True”, the cells
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Figure 3-9: Block level design of the CROSSOVER cell in the ALA cell library.
perform DELETE and COPY operations. A DELETE cell consumes the input data
(by acknowledging the input token) without propagating to its output (the output
remains empty). And a COPY cell replicates the input data to its output without
clearing the input data (by not acknowledging the input token). When the control
signals are “False”, the cells behave like normal buﬀers, in which the input data is
propagated to the output and the input data is cleared afterwards.
We could realize the desired DELETE and COPY behaviors mainly by modifying
the asynchronous state machines as shown in Figure 3-12 and 3-13. For a DELETE
cell, the DELETE behavior happens when the input B token is “Ture” (B1=1, B0=0).
This behavior requires that the token is not propagated to output Z, which is attained
by gating the data input (A1 and A0 wires) with the B0 signal. Secondly, the cell
needs to acknowledge the A and B tokens, which is triggered by the B˜1 signal feeding
into the aFSM C3 element.
The COPY behavior is slightly more complicated. Becasue A and B tokens need
to be acknowledged separately, there is an addtional C-element in the aFSM. When
the input B token is “True” (B1=1, B0=0), the COPY behavior requires that the
token A should not be acknowledged. This is satisﬁed by the B˜0 signal feeding into
the C3a element. The addtionaly logic at the input of the C3b element keeps the aFSM
under correct opertion no matter the value of the input control token B.
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Figure 3-10: The DELETE cell deﬁnition.
Figure 3-11: The COPY cell deﬁnition.
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Figure 3-12: Block level design of the DELETE cell in the ALA cell library.
Figure 3-13: Block level design of the COPY cell in the ALA cell library.
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3.3 C-element Design
As the block level designs of the ALA cells are primarily composed of diﬀerent kinds
of C-elements, the transistor level design of the ALA cells actually comes down to the
design of various C-elements. Not only the state machine control is implemented in
the C-elements, but the logic functions the cells are computing are also incorporated
inside the C-elements. Therefore we need to ﬁnd an appropriate way to realize various
kinds of C-elements.
3.3.1 Logic Style for C-element Design
There are many diﬀerent design styles for the Muller C-elements. [59] gives a good
summary of the most widely used topologies for the C-element design. Figure 3-14
shows four candidate design styles for C-elements.
In Figure 3-14(a), the C-element is implemented with dynamic logic, in which
the node c’ is ﬂoating when a = b. Figure 3-14(b) through (d) are static logic style
C-elements. But they diﬀer slightly concerning whether they use ratioed transistors
to hold and switch states statically. Figure 3-14(b) has been presented in [67] by
Sutherland and is termed as the conventional static realization of C-element. It is
ratioless and transistors N3, N4, N5, P3, P4, P5 form the keeper of the C-element
state. Figure 3-14(d) is another static, ratioless C-element proposed by Van Berkel
[72]. Transistors N3 and P3 forms the keeper, but the main body transistors are
also involved in holding the state of the output. This implementation is called the
symmetric C-element for its symmetric topology. Figure 3-14(c) is a diﬀerent kind of
static C-element in which the transistor sizes are ratioed in order to correctly hold
and switch the output state. The circuit is basically a dynamic C-element added
with a weak feedback inverter (N4 and P4) to maintain the state of the output. This
feedback inverter must be sized weak enough compared to the input stage transistors,
so that the C-element could overcome the feedback to change states when necessary.
This structure is proposed by Martin in [44].
Among the above four candidates, we choose scheme (c) for a couple of reasons.
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Figure 3-14: Diﬀerent CMOS implementations of the C-element, courtesy of [59].
First of all, we require a static implementation to ensure reliable state holding, thus
the scheme (a) can not be used. Secondly, although static, scheme (b) and scheme
(d) are not ﬂexible enough to realize asymmetric C-elements because they are relying
on elaborated self locking mechanisms to hold states. They also can not scale well
as the number of inputs gets bigger, because for multiple-input C-elements, not only
the transistor structure for the keeper logic is diﬃcult to design, but the number
of transistors needed would grow exponentially. Lastly, we also want to incorporate
logic into the C-elements to achieve compact implementations of the ALA cells. As a
result, scheme (c) ﬁts all our requirements. The dynamic logic with a keeper inverter
holds state statically; and it provides maximum ﬂexibility to extend a canonical C-
element into multiple and/or asymmetric input C-element, as well as to incorporate
logic into the latch.
The reason for the ease of extending this logic style is that it decouples the input
stage with the keeper. The keeper design is the same for all diﬀerent input conditions,
so we can design the input stage separately to meet design requirements. The input
signals to the NMOS transistors are associated with the constraints governing the
state transition from 0 to 1; while the signals to the PMOS are associated with
the 1-to-0 transition. Every additional symmetric C-element input is obtained by
cascoding an extra NMOS and PMOS transistor pair into the input stage transistor
chain. And a positively (negatively) asymmetric input is obtained by cascoding a
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Figure 3-15: An C-element with multiple, asymmetric inputs and OR function: (a)the
block level symbol; (b) the CMOS implementation.
NMOS (PMOS) transistor into the chain. Finally, Boolean logic can be incorporated
into the input stage in the same way as in dynamic logic circuits [1], i.e., by inserting
transistors connected in serial and parallel structures. We will describe the detailed
design considerations and optimizations in the next section.
3.3.2 C-element Design and Circuit Optimization
In this section, we take a typical C-element design as an illustration of the C-element
design and optimization in 90nm technology. The “OR function C-element” has
multiple, asymmetric inputs, and incorporates an OR function inside. This C-element
together with the “AND function C-element” is repeatedly used in AND, NAND, OR
and NOR ALA cells to compute token values (the dashed boxes in Figure 3-3, 3-4,
3-5, 3-6). Other C-element circuits can be designed and optimized in the same way.
The block level symbol and the CMOS implementation of the “OR function C-
element” is shown in Figure 3-15(a) and 3-15(b), respectively.
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The NMOS transistors with inputs of A and B are implementing the OR function;
and they are also positively asymmetric because A and B inputs are only associated
with the NMOS, which govern the 0-to-1 transistion of the output state. The C and
D inputs are symmetric C-element inputs and appear at the inputs of both NMOS
and PMOS transistors. Additionally, the pair of Reset MOS transistors are used for
initialization of the output state to 0. This C-element statically holds the state with
a feedback inverter (the inverter labelled with wmin). But the inverter has to be sized
weak enough to allow normal state transition. The following paragraphs discuss the
optimization of the transistor sizing and other design problems.
(a) Transistor sizing issues in C-element design:
In this ratioed circuit, extra care in sizing is needed for correct functionality
of the circuit. Besides, transistor sizes directly aﬀect overall circuit speed/power
tradeoﬀ. For example, as the drive transistor get stronger, i.e., w1 increases, the
ﬁghting transient would be shorter, decreasing short-circuit dissipations, but at the
same time the increase in gate capacitance would increase switching power. Therefore,
there must be an optimal point for sizing the drive transistor and output buﬀer (wn).
In addition, we want to save chip area in our cell design. Therefore area of the cell
design is added as an component into the overall optimization metrics, which leads
to the “Energy ×Delay ×√Area” metrics used as the target function to minimize
in our design.
We use minimum size NMOS transistor and 2x size PMOS for the feedback in-
verter to make sure that it is weak enough. We also ﬁx the PMOS size to be twice
of the NMOS width in the input stage for two reasons. Firstly this sizing combi-
nation guarantees balanced rising and falling transition of the C-element; Secondly
this sizing ratio is not very sensitive to the overall performance metrics as is sup-
ported by our sweep simulations. Therefore, we ﬁx wmin = 1 and wp = 2×w1, and
sweep sizing parameters “wn” and “w1” in the particular sweep simulation that leads
to the ﬁnal sizing choice (Figure 3-16). We can see from the sweeping curves, the
performance number reaches optimum on both dimensions at the node indicated by
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Figure 3-16: Circuit sweep simulation showing the transistor sizing optimum.
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the arrow. This optimum is in accordance with our intuition from the circuit. And
the ﬁnal sizing for this C-element design is: wn = 3, w1 = 4, wp = 8, wmin = 1.
Other C-element designs are optimized in similar ways and the sizing parameters vary
slightly.
(b) Charge sharing eﬀects:
Dynamic gates inevitably suﬀer from charge sharing problems for large fan-in
gates. Tapering drain area technique [49] is tried in the design, but the gain is not
much. Besides, it adds overhead to layout area due to DRC rules. As a result, uni-
form sizing is used for a NMOS or PMOS chain ﬁnally. Because at most 6 stacked
transistors are used in our design, charge sharing is still tolerable in our simulation
(about 20% at worst case).
(c) Another design eﬀort for minimizing area:
For some asymmetric C element gates, multiple inputs for stacked PMOS tran-
sistor would cause the sizing of PMOS grow to very large numbers (∼10 times of
minimum width). We tried to mitigate the stack eﬀect by replacing large MOS chain
with only one large MOS gate driven by an equivalent, smaller CMOS logic gate to
achieve the same functionality. However, this eﬀort does not obtain satisfactory result
because for a large fan-in CMOS gate, the delay increases considerably. Thus small
gain in area has to be traded with substantial loss in speed.
Finally, we designed and optimized every C-element that is going to be used in
ALA cells. Subsequently, those optimized C-elements are veriﬁed to be working at
worst cases by running corner simulations to account for transistor mismatches. ALA
cells are then assembled and simulated based on the C-element designs. After the
layouts of ALA cells are completed, we ran post-layout simulations to make sure that
every ALA cell is functioning correctly.
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Figure 3-17: The pick-and-place ALA design ﬂow.
3.4 The “Pick-and-Place” Design Flow
Now that we have the ALA cell designs in 90nm process, we continue to establish the
“pick-and-place” design work ﬂow at the chip layout phase, in which after placing
proper ALA cell layouts onto a grid and aligning them, they automatically connect
with each other electrically and form a meaningful ALA application circuit. To es-
tablish this work ﬂow, each cell is of the same dimension in layout, and we design the
metal interconnections layout which aligns cells naturally using three metal layers.
This interconnection layout is then placed as a mask layer onto the ALA cell layout
to complete the cell library design. This design ﬂow is also visulized in Figure 3-17.
With this uniform cell library and interconnection mask layer, we could directly
map the graphical representation of an ALA schematic into chip layout. This one-to-
one mapping essentially merges the Hardware Description Language (HDL) and the
resulting hardware implementation of a traditional digital design ﬂow. The pictures
of ALA schematics are the HDL description of a digital system in our context; and the
mapping from ALA pictures to ALA layouts replaces the whole complicated process
of the HDL synthesis, which includes ﬁrstly compling HDL codes to the Register
Transfer Level (RTL) design, secondly synthesizing RTL design into a transistor-level
netlist, and then feeding the netlist into a place-and-route tool to produce a ﬁnal chip
layout.
Finally, the ALA cell library with the interconnection layer is completed in 90nm
process and tested under post-layout simulations. Each ALA cell occupies an area
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Cell Name Throughput (GHz) Energy per Token (pJ)
BUF/INV 2.60 0.144
AND/NAND/OR/NOR 2.35 0.163
XOR 2.28 0.168
CROSSOVER 2.60 0.288
COPY 1.37 0.231
DELETE 2.21 0.170
Table 3.1: Speed and energy consumption summary of the ALA cell library.
Figure 3-18: The layout of a COPY cell with inputs from “W” and “S”; and outputs
to “E” and “N”.
of 122μm2; and Table 3.1 summarizes the speed and power performance numbers
obtained from post-layout simulations. Note that because the CROSSOVER cell is
two BUF cells combined, its throughput is the same as a BUF cell and the energy
consumption for each token’s computation doubles the number of a BUF cell. Figure
3-18 shows a layout picture of a COPY cell with inputs from “W” and “S”; and
outputs to “E” and “N”.
3.5 More Discussion: A Self-timed Asynchronous
Interface
So far we have discussed about the circuit design for our ALA cell library, in which
the asynchronous communication protocol implementation is the key to the design.
In fact, the asynchronous interface logic accounts for a signiﬁcant part of the overall
hardware cost of the cells, since the handshake protocol requires non-trivial amount of
logic computation. Although the handshake protocol enforces quasi-delay insensitive
asynchronous information exchange, with very weak assumptions on the communica-
tion channel, it might be too costly to be implemented in each cell. Meanwhile, we
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could trade the robustness of the interface for simpler hardware design and lower cost
in terms of the transistor count, chip area, energy consumption, etc.
According to the discussion in Chapter 2, self-timed asynchronous interfaces are
exactly the class of designs that could make the asynchronous communication protocol
simpler. With reasonable assumptions on relative timing of the circuit, self-timed
circuits could enforce asynchronous operation with lower hardware complexity. In
comparison with QDI interfaces, such as the one we have already implemented in
the previous sections, self-timed interfaces are generally less robust in theory. But in
practice, if we design the interface carefully to ensure that signals propagate in the
right sequence, it could still oﬀer correct operations for all practical situations.
In this section, we make an experiment to test a self-timed asynchronous interface
design.
3.5.1 The Self-timed Asynchronous Interface Design: The
Basic Circuitry
In our self-timed implementation of ALA cell communication, the data/token repre-
sentation is still dual rail, which is deﬁned in Chapter 2 (Figure 2-13). Conceptually,
we divide the design into blocks for ALA cell state storage and blocks for cell commu-
nication interface. For example, Figure 3-19 shows a segment of an ALA cell chain.
In this ﬁgure, The two square blocks labelled with “Cell 1” and “Cell 2” are state
storage blocks. The rectangular block at the center is the asynchronous interface,
which not only regulates data exchanges between Cell 1 and Cell 2 (in this case data
is propagated from Cell 1 to Cell 2), but also incorporate logic inside (in this case the
logic incorporated is “INV”).
The cell state storage block either stores a “0” or “1” token, or remains at the
empty state. The cell state is reﬂected at the “Z0” and “Z1” ports. The “IsEmpty”
port also indicates whether the cell state is empty or not. To control the cell storage,
the “A0” and “A1” ports are used for assigning a “0” or “1” token to the cell; while
the “clear” port is used for clearing the cell state, i.e., setting the cell state to be
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Figure 3-19: A block diagram showing self-timed asynchronous cells and the interface:
tokens are inverted by the asynchronous interface and propagated from Cell 1 to Cell
2 in this example.
empty.
The asynchronous interface between Cell 1 and Cell 2 enforces self-timed asyn-
chronous data transfer from Cell 1 to Cell 2 with embedded “INV” function. The
interface block waits for the input data to be ready (IsEmpty in = 0) and the output
port to be empty (IsEmpty out = 1). When this condition is met, the interface trigers
a “ﬁre” signal, which in turn controls the circuitry to compute the output data based
on the Boolean function and the input data. The output data is pushed onto the
receiving cell (Cell 2) and sets its state. The interface circuitry also sends a “clear”
signal to the sending cell (Cell 1), which forces the cell to set its state to empty. When
the input cell state becomes empty and the output cell state becomes non-empty, the
interface circuitry lowers the ﬁre signal and returns to its original state, completing
a full cycle of operation.
Figure 3-20 is the transistor-level realization of the cell state storage block. The
two-bit cell state is statically held by two SRAM (Static Random Access Memory)
units. Each SRAM unit stores one bit in a pair of cross-coupled inverters. To set the
value of the bit, two NMOS transistors are connected at both sides of the inverters’
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Figure 3-20: The implementation of the cell state storage for self-timed ALA.
outputs. They must be sized stronger than the PMOS’s inside the inverters such
that they could overcome the inverter outputs and switch. We chose minimum size
inverters and the NMOS width is 3x in our implementation. Signals A0 and A1 are
used to set the SRAM units to “1”; signal clear is used to set the SRAM units to
“0”. Furthermore, whether the cell state is empty or not is judged by a NOR gate
and the result is output as the signal IsEmpty.
Figure 3-21 shows the implementation for the asynchronous interface circuitry
with an INV funciton embedded. The C-element takes signals IsEmpty in and
IsEmpty out as inputs and produce the Fire signal as an indicator for the con-
dition of “input ready, output empty”. When Fire is high, it enables the input token
to propagate through the two AND gates. The crossing of input signal wires is eﬀec-
tively doing an INV Boolean computation. The computed token is then present at
the output port and sets the state of the receiving cell. The receiving cell holds a new
data and its status becomes non-empty, which ﬂips the voltage on the IsEmpty out
wire. Meanwhile, a delayed version of the Fire signal produces a clear signal at the
NOR gate output. When clear becomes high, it sets the input cell’s state to empty.
The input cell thus becomes empty and the voltage on the IsEmpty in wire is ﬂipped.
After both the IsEmpty in and IsEmpty out ﬂip their value, the Fire signal returns
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Figure 3-21: The implementation of the cell interface with an INV function embedded.
to low, which completes a full cycle.
There are several design issues in this circuit to ensure desired operation. Firstly,
the clear signal must be generated (turn high) late enough, so that the input cell
could still hold its valid state long enough before it is cleared, for it to propagate to
the receiving cell. Therefore we added some buﬀers with proper gate delay in front
of the NOR gate input. Secondly, the clear signal must also return back to low early
enough to avoid race conditions. Because if the clear signal remains high for too
long a period, the empty input cell might be able to receive another new token from
its predecessor. This could cause both NMOS transistors of a SRAM unit to be on
at the same time, shorting the circuit. To prevent this race condition, we feed the
IsEmpty in signal back to the input of the NOR gate that generates the clear signal.
In this way, the clear signal will come back to low as soon as the cell becomes empty.
Thirdly, we need to prevent similar race conditions at the output port: Out0 and
Out1 should come back to low quick enough to stop a short-circuit condition. This is
because as soon as the receiving cell becomes a non-empty cell, it might triger another
ﬁring and propagates its newly received token to the its succeeding cell, in which it
will receive a “clear” command from its succeeding interface circuitry. If either Out0
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or Out1 were still high by the time the receiving cell got a “clear” command, the
race condition would take place. As a result, we take similar approach to solve this
problem: the IsEmpty out signal is used to gate the two AND gates. When the
receiving cell becomes non-empty, the IsEmpty out wire turns low, which forces the
outputs of the AND gates to be low.
3.5.2 The Self-timed Asynchronous Interface Design: Mul-
tiple Inputs, Multiple Outputs and Other Logic Func-
tions
The last section shows the design for a one-input one-output INV cell design. In this
section we scale the design up to deal with multiple inputs, multiple outputs and
other logic functions.
To begin with, the cell state storage design is kept unchanged. We only need
to make revision on the interface circuitry between cell storage blocks. Figure 3-22
shows a revised asynchronous cell interface block circuitry that could perform logic
functions with multiple inputs and fanout the result to multiple output cells.
We could see four major changes in Figure 3-22 as compared to Figure 3-21. The
ﬁrst change is that we augment the number of inputs of the C-element to catch the
new ﬁring condition, in which we require both input cells’ states are non-empty and
both output cells’ state are empty.
The second change is that we add a general “logic” block to produce the output
tokens depending on the input tokens. For symmetric functions (all Boolean logic
operations in ALA deﬁnition), the output tokens OutA′ and OutB′ are the same.
And the logic block implementations can be easily derived. For example, an AND
function could be expressed as:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
OutA1 = OutB1 = InA1 · InB1
OutA0 = OutB0 = InA0 + InB0
. (3.8)
This is of the same form as in equation (3.3). Similarly, functions NAND, OR, NOR
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Figure 3-22: The implementation of the cell interface for general functions, two inputs
and two outputs.
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and XOR can be expressed in the same way as in equations (3.4) through (3.7).
Additionally, the CROSSOVER cell function can be obtained by crossing input token
wires and output token wires: OutA = InB; OutB = InA. The COPY and
DELETE cell function can not obtained by only changing the logic block. But we
could get the desired behaviors by adding proper logic into Fire and clear signal
generations, which is similar to the designs discussed in the previous sections.
The Third change is that we have two separate output ports. Each output port is
composed of a pair of AND gates gated by the Fire and the IsEmpty outX signals
(X is either A or B).
The last change is the duplication of the clear signals to separately control the
resetting of each input cell state. Each clear signal is also gated by the IsEmpty inX
signals to prevent race conditions (X is either A or B).
This general asynchronous interface can be connected to two input cells and two
output cells to coordinate data exchanges. Changes can be easily made to adapt the
general design into speciﬁc situations or less inputs/outputs.
3.5.3 Performance Evaluation and Summary
To test the throughput and energy consumption of this design, we run simulation
for a chain of INV cells. Because at current design phase, we have not done the
layout of the circuit, we did not run post-layout simulation for evaluations here. The
simulated throughput of the INV cell is 4.53 GHz, and the energy consumption for
each computation is 0.080 pJ/data. If we account for 20% performance degradation
for the layout, the expected post-layout self-timed INV cell throughput is 3.62 GHz;
energy consumption is 0.096 pJ/data.
We could compare these numbers with the performance of the handshake ALA
INV cell given in Table 3.1. The comparison is summarized in Table 3.2. We could
see over 30% improvement in both speed and energy eﬃciency in the self-timed ALA
INV cell. Moreover, even without actually laying out the circuit, we could safely
predict large area eﬃciency improvement in the new design due to the signiﬁcantly
simpler hardware architecture.
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Performance Comparison Throughput Energy per Token
Handshake INV 2.60 (GHz) 0.144 (pJ)
Self-timed INV (expected) 3.62 (GHz) 0.096 (pJ)
Comparison +39% -33%
Table 3.2: A performance comparison between the Handshake ALA INV cell and the
Self-timed ALA INV cell.
To sum up, we could see that the self-timed asynchronous circuits have the po-
tential to reduce hardware overhead in ALA design. Although the asynchronous
interfaces assume a few timing dependencies, these assumptions are relatively easy to
be attained in the design. Therefore, the self-timed asynchronous circuitry could be
of interest for a newer version ALA design.
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Chapter 4
Applications of Asynchronous
Logic Automata
In this chapter, we demonstrate the ALA cell library and the design ﬂow. To evaluate
the cell performance and the throughput of this “ﬁne-grained” bitwise asynchronous
pipelining structure, we ﬁrst test traditional Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Digital
Filters implemented by ALA. This test also demonstrate that the ALA library is
compatible with traditional digital circuits. After that we test ALA based on a few
applications described in Chapter 2.
4.1 The FIR Filter Implemented by ALA
Because ALA cells are universal in implementing digital circuits, we start by showing
that the ALA library is compatible to design conventional digital circuits. Although
a majority of the ALA applications introduced previously enjoy a streaming data
representation and a serial computation structure, ALA cells can still be assembled
to realize computation in a parallel data representation (data bus) as in many conven-
tional digital circuits. The locality advantage is not evident in some of the traditional
circuit structures, but high throughput is observed owing to the bitwise pipelining
architecture. Here we take the FIR digital ﬁlter as an example. Since the FIR ﬁlter is
composed of a couple of adders and multipliers, we describe the design of each block
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Figure 4-1: The block diagram of the 8-bit ripple adder.
before the test of a complete FIR ﬁlter.
4.1.1 The 8-bit Ripple Adder
A ripple adder is the simplest implementation for a multi-bit adder. Several 1-bit
full adders are cascaded together to perform bit addition in parallel over bits. But
higher bit additions would still need the carry bits to propagate through from lower
bit results. In our case, an 8-bit ripple adder is a cascade of one half adder for the
LSB addition, six full adders and a XOR unit for the MSB addition. We save the
LSB and MSB full adder into simpler logic because of the fact that the carry-in bit is
assumed to be zero and the carry-out bit is discarded. Figure 4-1 shows the diagram
of the 8-bit adder.
The logic for a half adder and the diagram are in (4.1) and Figure 4-2, respectively.
S = A⊕B
Co = A ·B
(4.1)
The full adder can be assembled based on two half adders and an OR cell. The
logic equations and the diagram are respectively shown in (4.2) and Figure 4-3.
S = A⊕B ⊕ Ci
Co = A ·B + (A⊕B) · Ci
(4.2)
An 8-bit adder is implemented with the ALA cell library, using 34 cells. The total
chip area for this adder is 2728 μm2. The post-layout simulation shows that the adder
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Figure 4-2: The logic diagram of a half adder.
Figure 4-3: The logic diagram of a full adder.
has an average throughput of 1.1 GHz and the computation consumes an average of
6.08 pJ/data.
4.1.2 The 4-bit Signed Multiplier
A 4-bit two’s complement signed multiplier is implemented in a network of half adders,
full adders and AND/NAND cells. Figure 4-4 shows a block diagram of the multiplier.
The 4-bit multiplier is implemented in a total area of 5790 μm2. The post-layout
simulation shows that the multiplier has an average throughput of 653 MHz and the
computation consumes an average of 11.68 pJ/data.
4.1.3 The 4-bit FIR Filter
After testing all building blocks, we can now implement a FIR ﬁlter with 4-bit data
bus width. A 4-bit 3-tap FIR ﬁlter (Figure 4-5) is ﬁrst implemented and evaluated.
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Figure 4-4: The block diagram of a 4-bit signed multiplier.
Figure 4-5: The block diagram of a 4-bit 3-tap FIR ﬁlter.
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As can be seen from Figure 4-5, the Asynchronous Buﬀer is implemented by 4
BUF cells in parallel, which eﬀectively delay the input data by one step (in the sense
of asynchronous updates). The input data and their delayed version are multiplier by
three ﬁxed coeﬃcients respectively. The resulting 8-bit products are added together
to yield an 8-bit output data.
The layout of the FIR circuit is obtained from the diagram. Note that we did not
enforce nearst neighbor connections in this particular layout for eﬃciency reasons.
Although we could implement a FIR ﬁlter with nearst neighbor communication, it is
not eﬃcient because a lot of cells will be used for long-distance signal wiring due to
the non-local structure of the conventional FIR ﬁlter. As a result, for the sole purpose
of testing cell performance and the asynchronous bitwise pipelining performance, we
used global metal wiring in the FIR implementation. But the unique advantage of
locality in ALA will become evident in the following sections.
At nominal operating condition (Vdd = 1.2 V), the FIR throughput is simulated to
be 402 MHz and the energy consumption is 56.0 pJ/data. We also carry out circuit
performance scaling measurement by varying power supply voltage to see scaling
trends. Figure 4-6 shows that the throughput increases sub-linearly as Vdd increases;
and the energy consumption goes slightly more than linearly as Vdd increases in
Figure 4-7.
The power supply voltage can be scaled down to as low as 0.6 V in the post-
layout simulation for correct operation. But by scaling the voltage further down
beyond the limit, we discovered an interesting “sleep mode” circuit operation due to
the asynchronous communication. Speciﬁcally, if the power supply voltage is lowered
down to below 0.6 V, the ALA cell can not switch states any more, but all the
cells still retain their digital states as long as the power supply is on. When the
supply voltage is turned back above 0.6 V, the ALA circuit could resume operation
correctly. This robust dynamic power scaling behavior is due to the robustness of
the asynchronous interface. Because when the supply voltage is not high enough to
trigger a ﬁring behavior in an ALA cell, the input tokens of that cell are still kept
unchanged, by the handshaking protocol. Figure 4-8 shows one example, in which the
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Figure 4-6: Power supply voltage scaling eﬀect on the throughput of the FIR ﬁlter.
Figure 4-7: Power supply voltage scaling eﬀect on the energy consumption of the FIR
ﬁlter.
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Figure 4-8: Dynamic supply voltage scaling and “sleep mode” for the ALA cell.
power supply voltage drops from 1.2 V to 0.4 V to stop the ALA cells from updating,
but when the voltage is restored to 1.2 V, the cell state is recovered and correct
operations resume. We could exploit this interesting asynchronous circuit feature to
realize dynamic power saving or state holding by dynamically adjusting power supply
voltage.
We could also measure circuit performance when the FIR tap number is changed.
The bitwise pipelining of the ALA FIR ﬁlter ensures that the circuit throughput is
not deteriorated as we increase the taps of the FIR ﬁlter. Figure 4-9 proves that
the FIR throughput does approximately remain unchanged as we increase the tap
number from 3-tap to 8-tap and 16-tap. Additionally, Figure 4-10 shows that the
circuit energy consumption is still increasing linearly with the tap number, which is
a reasonable outcome of the linear hardware complexity increase.
4.2 The ALA Serial Adder
As described in Chapter 2, the ALA schematics are eﬃcient in doing serialized compu-
tations because the computing structures can be made local to exploit nearst neighbor
computation. Here we ﬁrst show the serial adder implemented in ALA cells.
Figure 4-11 shows a serial adder implemented with 8 ALA cells. This is of the same
functionality but an improved version than the adder shown in Chapter 2, reducing
cell count from 12 to 8.
The two addends are streamed in serially from the A and B ports on the left,
and the result is streamed out from port Z on the right. The circuit adds up two
addends in a bit-by-bit fashion, but the carry-out bit for each bit-addition is feedback
to the next bit-addition by the loop on the right half of the circuit. In this way, a
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Figure 4-9: Throughput vs. number of taps in the FIR ﬁlter.
Figure 4-10: Energy consumption vs. number of taps in the FIR ﬁlter.
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Figure 4-11: Serial adder implemented in ALA.
recursive serial addition is achieved, and the adder is capable of performing addition
for arbitrary length addends. The time complexity of the adder is proportional to the
bit-length of the addends, i.e., O(n).
The layout of the ALA serial adder is generated very easily using the ALA cell
library and the “pick-and-place” design ﬂow. A post-layout simulation is carried out.
The ALA serial adder’s computation throughput is 664 MHz, and the average energy
consumption is 1.69 pJ/data.
We could compare this serial adder with the 8-bit ripple adder: to produce an
8-bit word, the seial adder has a word throughput of: 664 / 8 = 83 MHz; an energy
consumption of: 1.69 × 8 = 13.5 pJ/data. The energy consumption for producing
an 8-bit word is comparable between two adders, but the speed of the serial adder
is about 13x slower than the parallel ripple adder. However, the serial adder only
uses 8 cells to add up numbers with any bit length, whereas the ripple adder uses 34
cells, i.e., 4.25x more hardware is used in the ripple adder. Additionally, the ripple
adder hardware cost will scale up linearly as the addend’s bit-length increases while
the serial adder hardware cost is always 8 cells. Moreover, we need to note that it
is not really a fair comparison because the ripple adder uses global interconnects to
avoid active cells for signal wiring. Therefore, we could conclude that the serial adder
is slower to produce a multiple-bit output due to its serial structure, but much more
hardware eﬃcient than the ripple adder.
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Figure 4-12: Serial 4-bit multiplier implemented in ALA.
4.3 The ALA Multiplier
The ALA multiplier has been described in Chapter 2. For the same reason as in the
ALA serial adder, the ALA multiplier also takes up the serial representation for the
data and a serialized computation structure. Figure 4-12 shows the ALA schematic
for a multiplier. This 4-bit multiplier is also of the same functionality but an improved
version than the multiplier shown in Chapter 2; the main improvement is at the more
compact serial adder implementation.
The input data is streamed in serially from the A and B port. In addition, the
multiplier needs two control sequence input from the ctrl1 and ctrl2 port. These two
control sequences deﬁnes input data format, in this case ctrl1 is a repeating bit pattern
of “0111”; and ctrl2 is repeating “11111110”, which means that each A input data is
a 4-bit long data while B is an 8-bit long data. The multiplier does multiplication for
a 4-bit input A and an 8-bit input B, producing the output data at the Z port. The
multiplication can be performed recursively when multiple pairs of data are present
at the inputs.
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The layout of the ALA multiplier is generated using the ALA design ﬂow. A
post-layout simulation is carried out afterward. The multiplier has a throughput of
409 MHz, and the average energy consumption is 16.2 pJ/data.
We could roughly compare this serial multiplier against the 4-bit signed multiplier,
but again it is not a fair comparison because the 4-bit signed multiplier uses global
interconnects to avoid active cells for signal wiring. To produce an 8-bit word, the seial
multiplier has a word throughput of: 409 / 8 = 51.1 MHz; an energy consumption
of: 16.2× 8 = 129.6 pJ/data. The energy consumption for producing an 8-bit word
for the serial multiplier is 11x of the 4-bit signed multiplier; the speed is about 13x
slower. And the area used is approximately the same in both designs. Because the
signed multiplier is a ﬁxed design for 4-bit multiplication, it is not surprising that its
performance is better. The serial multiplier, on the other hand, is a more general-
purpose architecture, which can be reconﬁgured easily to perform multiplication other
than the 4-bit multiplication. Therefore, what we are gaining here is actually design
ﬂexibility and extensibility, which is exactly the goal of the Logic Automata model.
4.4 Summary
More ALA circuits could be developed easily with the ALA cell library and the
“pick-and-place” design ﬂow. This is a promising approach for fast chip development
because it completely gets rid of global design constraints such as the clock and the
central processing/control unit and only relies on local designs. This incremental,
distributed and scalable design methodology could make impact and change current
IC design ﬂow.
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Chapter 5
Circuit Design for Analog Logic
Automata
As a variant of the Logic Automata family, Analog Logic Automata (AnLA) take
continuous values as the states in the computing array, based on the Analog Logic
principles [74, 75, 37, 66]. On one hand, Analog Logic circuits work on digital prob-
lems using an analog representation of the digital variables, relaxing the state space
of the digital system from the vertices of a hypercube to the interior. This lets us
gain speed, power, and accuracy over digital implementations. On the other hand,
Logic Automata are distributed, scalable and programmable digital computation me-
dia with local connections and logic operations. Therefore, here we propose Analog
Logic Automata to try to combine advantages from both sides, which relaxes binary
constraints on Logic Automata states and introduces programmability into Analog
Logic circuits. The localized interaction and scalability of the AnLA enable system-
atic designs in a digital work ﬂow and provide a new way to solve problems in many
diﬀerent ﬁelds, spanning decoding, communication and (biomedical) image processing
[7].
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5.1 The Analog Logic Principle
Digital computation avoids and corrects errors by sacriﬁcing continuous degrees of
freedom. Analog Logic circuits recover this freedom by relaxing the digital states,
with each device doing computation in the analog domain, and only quantizing at the
output [74]. The analog representations come from either describing digital (binary)
random variables with their probability distributions in a digital signal processing
problem, or from relaxing binary constraints of an integer programming problem. The
preserved information from this analog computation scheme for digital problems gives
rise to robust, high-speed, low-power, and cost-eﬀective hardware. Circuit realization
examples include decoders [37] and the Noise-Locked Loop (NLL) for direct-sequence
spread-spectrum (DSSS) acquisition and tracking, which promise order-of-magnitude
improvement over digital realizations [75].
5.1.1 General Description
In essence, Analog Logic is a method for statistical signal processing, in which an asso-
ciated statistical inference problem is solved by dynamically and locally propagating
probabilities in a message-passing algorithm (also known as the sum-product algo-
rithm or the belief propagation algorithm) [41]. To obtain an Analog Logic solution
to a practical signal processing problem, three major steps are needed.
Firstly, the statistical signal processing problem is mathematically formulated into
a graph. To achieve this, the probabilistic graphical model called Factor Graphs [30]
is used as a formal description of the problem, both deﬁning the random variables
used in the problem formulation and the relationships between those variables. Note
that other graphical models equivalent to Factor Graphs can also be used to model
the system under study, among them are Bayesian Networks, Markov Random Fields
and Forney Factor Graphs, etc. A detailed tutorial of these mathematical tools can
be found in [74], where a comparative summary is provided.
A message-passing algorithm is then derived based on the Factor Graph represen-
tation of the problem. By iteratively passing and processing messages on the graph
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without cycles, the solution of the problem can be guaranteed to converge. Even if the
graph is not cycle free, the generalized belief propagation (GBP) algorithm [83] could
be used, oﬀering a converging result. The messages in the algorithm are probabilistic
information of the random variables in the problem. The information could be the
probability distribution of one random variable or the joint probability distribution of
several random variables. The processing of the messages, as a result, is actually the
marginalization operation over incoming probability distribution functions of some
random variables on the corresponding Factor Graph. The marginalization process
can in turn be reduced to a series of multiplications and summations. This is also
called sum-product operation.
Finally, the units that perform marginalizations are abstracted into Analog Logic
gates, or soft gates [38], and the messages become inputs to the soft gates. Subse-
quently, the signal processing problem is turned into a graph of Analog Logic gates
together with interconnections between the gates. The iterative operations on the
derived Analog Logic schematic could then lead to a converged result, which is the
solution to the original problem.
For a thorough theoretical development of the Analog Logic principles, readers
could refer to [74, 66]. And in the following chapters on AnLA applications, we will
also give detailed derivations based on speciﬁc applications to illustrate the general
process of turning a problem into Analog Logic formulations.
5.1.2 Analog Logic Gates
The key to the realizations of Analog Logic principle is the representation of the
probability distributions of random variables (messages) and the marginalization over
probability distributions (sum-product operations) in the message-passing algorithms.
For practice purpose, we only consider problems containing exclusively binary ran-
dom variables from now on, as digital signal processing tasks are in fact the most
common tasks; and binary random variables in the message-passing algorithms lead
to simple representations for the mapped Analog Logic operations, as will be seen in
the examples provided in the succeeding sections. However, it is important to point
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Figure 5-1: Factor graph representation of a soft inverter.
out that in principle, the random variables in the message-passing algorithms could
be of any kind.
In a problem that only involves binary random variables, a message that describes
the probability distribution of a binary variable could be simply represented by a real
number in the interval [0, 1], which could be the probability of the variable being a
“0” or a “1”.
The message being a real number, there are many diﬀerent sum-product operations
used for the marginalization of the messages. Diﬀerent marginalization operations
correspond to diﬀerent Analog Logic gates. In additional, some of the Analog Logic
gates have their conventional Digital Logic gate counterparts, while some others do
not. Here we will introduce some of the mostly used Analog Logic gates (soft gates)
in practical applications.
1. Soft Inverter
The soft inverter (Figure 5-1) is the simplest soft gate. It takes in a probability
distribution and inverts the distribution to be its output probability distribu-
tion.
Therefore, if the incoming message is:
μX−>fA (x) = PX (x) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PX (1) , x = 1
PX (0) , x = 0
(5.1)
The output message would be:
ufA−>Y (y) = PY (y) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PY (1) , y = 1
PY (0) , y = 0
=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PX (0) , y = 1
PX (1) , y = 0
(5.2)
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Figure 5-2: Factor graph representation of a soft XOR gate.
2. Soft XOR Gate
Figure 5-2 is the factor graph representing XOR relationship between three
random variables. The soft gate XOR (fa in the ﬁgure) connecting the random
variables can be expressed as an indication function:
fA (x, y, z) = I (x⊕ y ⊕ z = 0) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, x⊕ y ⊕ z = 0
0, x⊕ y ⊕ z = 1
(5.3)
According to the message-passing algorithm, the messages propagated from
variable nodes x and y to the function node fa are the probability distribution of
x and y respectively. The probability distribution for a binary random variable
is denoted as:
μX−>fA (x) = PX (x) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PX (1) , x = 1
PX (0) , x = 0
(5.4)
μY−>fA (y) = PY (y) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PY (1) , y = 1
PY (0) ,y = 0
(5.5)
To compute the resulting message propagated from node fa to variable node z,
we simply do marginalization over the joint probability distribution:
μfA−>Z (z) =
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
fA (x, y, z) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y) (5.6)
The message is a function of z ∈ {0, 1}, for z = 1 and z = 0, the message is
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computed:
μfA−>Z (1)=
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
fA (x, y, 1) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
=
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
I (x⊕ y ⊕ 1 = 0) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
=
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
I (x⊕ y = 1) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
=μX−>fA (1) · μY−>fA (0) + μX−>fA (0) · μY−>fA (1)
=PX (1) · PY (0) + PX (0) · PY (1)
(5.7)
μfA−>Z (0) =
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
fA (x, y, 0) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
=
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
I (x⊕ y ⊕ 0 = 0) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
=
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
I (x⊕ y = 0) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
= μX−>fA (1) · μY−>fA (1) + μX−>fA (0) · μY−>fA (0)
= PX (1) · PY (1) + PX (0) · PY (0)
(5.8)
We can see clearly from the above result that the message sent to random
variable z is a probability distribution:
μfA−>Z (z) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PX (1) · PY (0) + PX (0) · PY (1) , z = 1
PX (1) · PY (1) + PX (0) · PY (0) , z = 0
(5.9)
This probability distribution coincides with the probability distribution of the
random variable Z ′ = X⊕Y . It is exactly because of this “coincidence” that fa-
cilitates the concept of soft XOR gate, i.e., we can mimic the process of message
propagating and marginalization by computing the probability distribution of
the equivalent random variable Z ′, given the probability distributions of input
random variables X and Y .
Another issue that facilitates the realization of soft gates is the fact that we are
dealing with binary random variables. It is relatively easy to represent and send
the probability distribution information because either the value of PX (1) or
PX (0) suﬃces the task of describing the probability distribution of the binary
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Figure 5-3: Factor graph representation of a soft EQ gate.
random variable X. If it were a discrete random variable with several possible
values, we would have to send a vector of values expressing the probability
distribution function; if it were a continuous random variable, then the whole
method of expressing the distribution function would have to be re-designed.
3. Soft EQ Gate
The factor graph representing the “EQUAL” (EQ) relationship between three
random variables is drawn in Figure 5-3. The soft EQ (fa in the ﬁgure) con-
necting the random variables is deﬁned as:
fA (x, y, z) = I (x = y = z) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, x = y = z
0, x, y, z not all equal
(5.10)
The messages propagated from variable nodes x and y to the function node fa
are still the probability distribution of x and y respectively.
The message propagated from node fa to variable node z is obtained similarly
by marginalize over the joint probability distribution as follows:
μfA−>Z (1) =
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
fA (x, y, 1) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
=
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
I (x = y = 1) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
= μX−>fA (1) · μY−>fA (1)
= PX (1) · PY (1)
(5.11)
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μfA−>Z (0) =
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
fA (x, y, 0) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
=
∑
x,y∈{0,1}
I (x = y = 0) · μX−>fA (x) · μY−>fA (y)
= μX−>fA (0) · μY−>fA (0)
= PX (0) · PY (0)
(5.12)
If we normalize the message sent to random variable z so that the message looks
like a probability distribution, we would get the following expression:
μfA−>Z (z) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PX (1) · PY (1) /γ, z = 1
PX (0) · PY (0) /γ, z = 0
(5.13)
Where the normalization factor is: γ = PX (1) · PY (1) + PX (0) · PY (0).
The above three soft gates are quite representative for what we will be using later.
Other soft gates could be easily derived following the same approaches. In particular,
common digital logic gates such as AND, OR, NAND, and NOR could be “softened”
in the same way as the soft XOR gate. And there is a soft “Unequal” (UNEQ) gate
frequented in use, which could be obtained by cascading a soft gate EQ and a soft
inverter.
Finally, we need to point out that all above soft gate derivations are based on
the assumption that the input random variables are statistically independent. If the
input variables are not independent, as might be the case in some loopy factor graphs,
the formulation would be much more complicated.
5.2 Analog Logic Automata = Analog Logic + Logic
Automata
As discussed in the preceding section, because Analog Logic hardware directly maps
the underlying message-passing algorithms, it is capable of solving a wide range of
diﬀerent inference and statistical problems. However, to the best of our knowledge,
most of the hardware realizations in the literature are in an ad-hoc fashion.
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5.2.1 Embedding Analog Logic into the Reconﬁgurable Logic
Automata framework
Logic Automata as a programming model has already shown great potential in pre-
vious chapters, for its scalable and universal computation power, while reﬂecting the
nature of many complex physical systems. But previous Logic Automata implemen-
tations were exclusively dealing with digital computations.
In an attempt to embed Analog Logic processing into the generic framework of
Logic Automata to implement programmable message-passing algorithms, we are able
to invent the new computational model of Analog Logic Automata (AnLA). And of
course, AnLA diﬀers from conventional digital computational models in that it has
continuous states, which preserve the information contained between “0” and “1”.
The new model exploits virtues from both Analog Logic and Logic Automata
gracefully. Firstly, message-passing algorithms naturally indicate that computations
going on locally. This locality is in perfect agreement with Logic Automata discipline,
leading to local and distributive computation behavior for AnLA. Secondly, Reconﬁg-
urable Logic Automata empowers programmability. As message-passing algorithms
are very broad in terms of application, this allows AnLA to become a versatile pro-
cessor. Thirdly, because signal processing is done in analog domain, AnLA is able to
avoid discarding huge amount of potentially useful information from the beginning,
which leads to large power/cost savings, and/or extremely high speed operations,
and/or satisfactory computation capability with very limited physical resources, etc.
5.2.2 Relaxing Logic Automata with Analog States
Another way to view the novelty of the AnLA model is from the mathematical pro-
gramming point of view. AnLA is an extension and relaxation from the traditional
Cellular Automata (CA) [2] architecture. First of all, the extension means that Logic
Automata is a special case of the CA model, in that each Logic gate of the Logic
Automata can be equivalently replaced by a patch of CA elements with certain local
interconnections and update rules [2]. Both Logic Automata and CA are universal
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and equivalent to each other, but Logic Automata has a more compact representation
and smaller form factor. Secondly, AnLA relaxes the Boolean states of the old CA
model. Historically, CA was formulated and implemented as a completely discrete-
state (mostly Boolean), discrete-time model. Programming on a Boolean CA array
with a certain update rule for a particular signal processing problem is the mathe-
matical equivalence of a constraint optimization problem with all the state variables
being binary and constraints being combinatorial. However, this discrete operation
mode is not the fundamental reason for the success of CA in modeling the physical
world. Instead, CA gains its power largely from the local and distributed interaction.
The introduction of Analog Logic and message-passing algorithm replaces binary
state variables with probabilistic information of those variables, or more speciﬁcally,
probability distribution of the binary state variables, while still preserving locality
and distributed organization of CA model. Correspondently, the combinatorial con-
straints are relaxed into continuous constraints; and the discrete optimization problem
is transformed into a relaxed optimization problem.
5.2.3 More Discussion
Finally, I would like to further clarify some of the easily mistaken concepts around
AnLA, which probably would be confusing.
1. AnLA is always compatible with traditional digital signal processing hardware,
because output signal can always be easily converted back into digital domain.
And in most of the times, the digitized ﬁnal results are all what people actually
need.
2. The principles described here apply equally to clocked and un-clocked (asyn-
chronous) automata. While in the work that follows, we focus on the clocked
AnLA, in which all elements update synchronously at the command of a global
clock; we are not excluding the possibility of an improved asynchronous ver-
sion of AnLA, i.e., Asynchronous Analog Logic Automata (AAnLA). The asyn-
chronous model keeps the same states and computation, but further localizes
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time by removing the global clock.
3. AnLA is diﬀerent from a traditional Analog Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(AFPGA) [26] in that AnLA conceptually work in digital space with analog
representations. Even the Logic Automata architecture is diﬀerent from Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) because Logic Automata interconnects are
completely local, as compared to the global connections in a FPGA.
5.3 Circuit Design for the Analog Logic Automata
The hardware realization for the AnLA matches upper level schematic nicely, thanks
to the locality enforced by the Logic Automata model and the natural analog rep-
resentation of the message from the Analog Logic principle. In general, the AnLA
model is a continuous state, discrete time model with reconﬁgurable connectivity and
functionalities. A global clock serves as a uniform reference for cell updates in the
array, and the cell circuits works in current mode to perform analog computation. A
target message-passing algorithm modeled with a factor graph is ﬁrstly represented
by the programmed local connections of the AnLA array. Then the probabilistic
messages propagating on the factor graph are mapped into physical degrees of free-
dom as electrical currents. The analog computations could be reduced to a series
of multiplication and summation operations, as mentioned before. These operations
can in turn be abstracted to a family of soft gates, which will be realized by each of
the programmable Analog Logic cell on the AnLA grid. Because we employ current
mode operations in underlying circuits, a summation could be trivially attained by a
wire joint; and the multiplications are implemented with analog Gilbert Multipliers
[21], exploiting the well-known Translinear principle [22] by MOS transistors in weak
inversion or Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJTs).
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Figure 5-4: Architecture of a 3×3 AnLA array.
5.3.1 Architectural Overview
The AnLA is composed of a grid of reconﬁgurable Analog Logic cells and operates
synchronously with a global clock. Each cell in the array is able to communicate
with its North, East, South, West neighbors in the rectangular grid, based on the
programmed connectivity. Figure 5-4 shows the architecture of a 3×3 AnLA array
that we prototyped in silicon.
Figure 5-5 goes on to show the block diagram of one AnLA cell in the array. Each
cell is implemented in mixed-signal circuits, with analog circuitry (blocks shown to the
right of the dashed line) doing Analog Logic computation and digital control circuitry
(blocks shown to the left of the dashed line) taking care of the conﬁgurations in every
single cell. The cell stores an analog state (denoted as Z) and interacts with its
rectangular neighbors. The two analog inputs (denoted as X and Y) of the cell could
be any combination of the outputs from its four neighbors, the current state of the
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Figure 5-5: Block diagram of one AnLA cell.
cell itself, or external inputs, depending on the connection conﬁguration (as indicated
by the X and Y “input mux” block). In every clock phase, each cell performs an
Analog Logic computation according to its function conﬁguration. The cell state is
updated and accessible to neighboring cells in the next clock phase.
As speciﬁed in the model, all state variables, e.g. X, Y and Z, can be viewed as
binary random variables. In current-mode circuits, the probability distributions are
represented by
IZ1 ∝ P (Z = 1) ≡ PZ(1),
IZ0 ∝ P (Z = 0) ≡ PZ(0).
(5.14)
With the above representation, the message-passing algorithms are reduced to a se-
ries of summations and multiplications. The summation over several variables is
implemented by merging their respective currents, which eﬀectively takes average
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on probability distributions of those random variables. The multiplication units are
programmable soft gates implemented with Gilbert Multipliers (as indicated by the
“multi” block). Note that only 2-input soft gates are used in our AnLA architecture
because they suﬃce all computations.
As an example to help understanding, a 2-input soft XOR gate, as mentioned
previously, performs a statistical version of the XOR operation. The probability
distribution of Z is derived from incoming probability distributions of X and Y as:
⎡
⎢⎣ PZ (1)
PZ (0)
⎤
⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣ PX (1) · PY (0) + PX (0) · PY (1)
PX (0) · PY (0) + PX (1) · PY (1)
⎤
⎥⎦ (5.15)
Similarly, many more soft gates, including 2-input soft AND, NAND, OR, NOR, and
1-input soft Inverter, can be derived from digital gates. But soft gates without digital
counterparts also exist. For example, the 2-input soft EQUAL (EQ) gate, which is
frequently used when independent information of two random variables is combined,
indicating how similar these variables are, is deﬁned as
⎡
⎢⎣ PZ (1)
PZ (0)
⎤
⎥⎦ = γ
⎡
⎢⎣ PX (1) · PY (1)
PX (0) · PY (0)
⎤
⎥⎦ (5.16)
Its complementary, soft UNEQUAL (UNEQ) is deﬁned as
⎡
⎢⎣ PZ (1)
PZ (0)
⎤
⎥⎦ = γ
⎡
⎢⎣ PX (1) · PY (0)
PX (0) · PY (1)
⎤
⎥⎦ (5.17)
Where γ in (5.16) and (5.17) is the normalization factor satisfying PZ (1)+PZ (0) = 1.
All the above equations indicate that a programmable soft gate can be made by
selectively steering and merging the Gilbert Multiplier output currents with switches
(the “funmux” block) before the normalization (the “normalize” block) and gate
outputs (the “output” block).
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Figure 5-6: Schematic of a Gilbert Multiplier.
5.3.2 Detailed Design Descriptions for the Core Computa-
tion Circuit
1. Analog Multiplier
The core schematic of the analog multiplier is shown in Figure 5-6. We use
sub-threshold MOS transistors in a translinear conﬁguration. This implies that
the current density must be small, thus the tail current of the multiplier and
the transistor sizes are designed accordingly. Also, diode connected transistors
are added to the sources of the input current mirrors, so that all transistors in
the translinear circuit are saturated for accurate multiplication.
The multiplier’s four current inputs are proportional to the four probability
terms: P(X=1), P(X=0), P(Y=1), P(Y=0), corresponding to the two input
messages of the soft gate. Consequently, the output currents are proportional
to the products of the probability terms, as indicated in the ﬁgure. This allows
us to implement various Analog Logic functions:
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By connecting wires IXp (X = 0) · IY p (Y = 0) and IXp (X = 1) · IY p (Y = 1)
together as the output IZp (Z = 0); and wires IXp (X = 0) · IY p (Y = 1) and
IXp (X = 1) ·IY p (Y = 0) together as the output IZp (Z = 1), the gate performs
XOR operation:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PZ (0) = PX (0) · PY (0) + PX (1) · PY (1)
PZ (1) = PX (1) · PY (0) + PX (0) · PY (1)
(5.18)
Similarly, the soft AND gate with the following expression:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
PZ (0) = PX (0) · PY (0) + PX (0) · PY (1) + PX (1) · PY (0)
PZ (1) = PX (1) · PY (1)
(5.19)
Could be realized by connecting wires IXp (X = 0) · IY p (Y = 0), IXp (X = 0) ·
IY p (Y = 1) and IXp (X = 1) · IY p (Y = 0) together as the output IZp (Z = 0);
wire IXp (X = 1) · IY p (Y = 1) as the output IZp (Z = 1).
Furthermore, the soft EQ gate is realized by only connecting the wire IXp (X = 0)·
IY p (Y = 0) to output IZp (Z = 0); and the wire IXp (X = 1) · IY p (Y = 1) to
output IZp (Z = 1); and followed by a normalization process. Other current
outputs are discarded. Additionally, the inverse, soft UNEQ, is obtained by
simply ﬂipping the connections of soft EQ.
However, a full collection of all possible Analog Logic functions can be imple-
mented in a programmable fashion with the introduction of a switching block,
which is to be discussed next.
2. Switching Function Mux
All Analog Logic functions can be implemented as a programmable unit with the
switching structure as shown in Figure 5-7. The structure is used for selectively
steering output currents from the analog multiplier towards the normalization
and output circuitry. The control signals (fun1∼fun8) decide where the currents
are steered out to. Currents are steered to either z0 or z1; or simply discarded.
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Figure 5-7: Switching function mux.
Turning on two switches from the same input branch is prohibited.
We would like to note here that although soft gates descended from digital gates
usually normalize their output currents automatically, soft gates like EQ and
UNEQ do require normalization to ensure inter-cell correctness. Therefore, after
passing through the 8 switches that determine the functionality, the two output
currents proportional to the cell state should always go through a normalization
circuitry to make sure the cell states on the entire array are in accordance to
each other in terms of the absolute magnitude.
3. Analog State Storage and Output Stage
The computed analog state needs to be stored locally; and be driven to the
neighboring cells at the next clock phase. Figure 5-8 shows the schematic im-
plementing analog storage in log-domain and output stage. In the schematic,
M0 and M1 must be well matched, and the capacitor that stores the gate volt-
age must be much greater than the gate parasitic capacitance of M0 or M1.
In order to charge and discharge the large capacitor within a clock phase, M2
and M3 are added, to form a “super-buﬀer” with low output impedance. When
the current going into M0 suddenly increases, the gate voltage of M2 jumps
up. Now M2 puts more current into the capacitor than M3 draws, charging it
up. When the current going into M0 suddenly decreases, the gate voltage of M2
drops, which weakens M2, so the capacitor discharges. In our test chip, the gate
voltage of M3 is adjustable by external bias current bn1 to ensure the stability
of the super-buﬀer.
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Figure 5-8: Analog storage and output stage.
The output stage operates on the alternating clocks CLK1 and CLK2. In the
ﬁrst clock phase, capacitor A (CA) is being written into, and capacitor B (CB)
is connected to the gate of M1, which goes through cascode current mirrors to
send the output currents to the neighbor cells. In the next clock phase, CB is
being written into, and CA is connected to M1. This results in the functionality
described in the cell architecture.
Overall, the complete circuit schematic of one AnLA cell is shown in Figure 5-9.
As a proof-of-concept experiment, we fabricated a 3×3 AnLA chip in the AMI 0.5μm
CMOS process1, with an area of 1.5×1.5mm2 and 4V voltage supply. The array
can work at 50kHz and the power consumption is 64μW, including both digital and
analog circuits. The chip layout and die photo are shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure
5-11, respectively.
1As the ﬁrst prototyping chip, we used a relatively old process technology. As a result, only
9 AnLA cells are embedded and almost half of the chip area is occupied by digital conﬁguration
circuitry (19 D Flip-Flops per cell) to get full programmability. However, high density AnLA array
would be possible if we scale down the silicon process and reduce conﬁguration bits.
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Figure 5-9: Core schematic of an AnLA cell.
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Figure 5-10: Chip layout.
Figure 5-11: Chip die photo.
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Chapter 6
Applications of Analog Logic
Automata
Reconﬁgurable Analog Logic Automata implementing message-passing algorithms
have the potential to solve many kinds of statistical inference and signal process-
ing problems with much more eﬃciency than their digital counterparts. Some active
ﬁelds include pseudorandom signal (also called PN sequence or m-sequence) synchro-
nization, error-correcting code (ECC) decoding and statistical image processing.
Historically, Hagenauer et al. [25] proposed the idea of analog implementation
for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding algorithm, but without actual tran-
sistor implementations. The scheme for iterative m-sequence synchronization by soft
sequential estimation was also reported [81, 82]. The analog implementations of the
Viterbi algorithm were observed in [58, 38], with BiCMOS and sub-threshold CMOS
hardware realizations, respectively. Later, the theoretical work done by Loeliger et al.
generalized various statistical inference algorithms into the generic message-passing
framework called the sum-product algorithm, which operates on a certain graphical
model [36, 30]. This generalization include so broad areas of interest as decoding
algorithms, Bayesian networks, Kalman ﬁltering and other complex detection and
estimation algorithms. Research on computational models and simulations for statis-
tical image processing [69, 70], early machine vision [16, 15] and 2-D Gaussian Channel
Estimation [60] indicated large performance win over traditional methods. Discrete
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component analog circuit realization of the noise-locked loop (NLL) algorithm for
direct-sequence spread-spectrum acquisition and tracking also demonstrated orders-
of-magnitude speed/power advantage over digital implementation [75]. Much work
[74, 66, 75, 38] has used the concept of Analog Logic in the mapping from system
level algorithm to transistor level implementation. We continue to take advantage of
the Analog Logic features with added strength of programmability as well as a notion
of mathematic programming in this work.
6.1 Reconﬁgurable Noise-Locked Loop
6.1.1 General Description
The Noise-Locked Loop (NLL) is a generalization of the Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)
[74]. Instead of synchronizing to a sinusoidal waveform, an NLL relaxes this constraint
and can synchronize to a more complex periodic pattern produced by a given Linear
Feedback Shift Register (LFSR).
The non-programmable NLL for pseudorandom signal synchronization was re-
ported in [74, 75, 66], where theoretical derivation of NLL as forward-only message
passing in the corresponding factor graph can be found in detail. Intuitively, to infer
and be synchronized to the pseudorandom signal from the transmitter, the NLL re-
ceiver provides a locking mechanism that only reinforces the correct pseudorandom
signal pattern. This locking mechanism is achieved by mimicking the process that
generates the pseudorandom signal in the transmitter system and producing a local
replica. This is analogous to a PLL system in that the VCO in a PLL is used for
producing a local replica pseudorandom signal of the sinusoid signal, whose phase is
compared with the incoming signal in a Phase Detector (PD); while in a NLL system,
we use a LFSR of the same structure as in the transmitter for the reproduction of
the pseudorandom signal, which is compared with the incoming pseudorandom signal
through the use of a soft EQ gate. Such PLL-inspired systems could also be seen in
other interesting applications [3, 79].
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Figure 6-1: 7-bit LFSR transmitter.
Figure 6-2: 7-bit NLL receiver.
To gain understandings of how the NLL could be constructed, assume that a LFSR
of a ﬁxed structure is used as a transmitter to generate a digital pseudorandom signal;
the NLL receiver for the synchronization to the input signal can be obtained by the
following modiﬁcations on the original digital LFSR:
1. Transform all digital gates of the LFSR into corresponding soft gates, i.e., the
digital delay elements become analog delay elements, delaying analog states by
one clock cycle; and the XOR gate becomes the soft XOR gate.
2. Insert a soft EQ gate into the soft LFSR at a proper position1, for the compar-
ison of the diﬀerence between the synthesized and input pseudorandom signal.
By softening the components in the LFSR and adding a soft EQ gate, we obtain
the corresponding NLL that synchronizes to a pseudorandom signal. And within the
1Although in principle can be placed at anywhere of the delay train, soft EQ gate should avoid
being placed right after the output of a soft XOR gate in actual implementation because each AnLA
cell intrinsically contains a soft delay element.
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Figure 6-3: 7-bit NLL receiver implemented on 3×3 AnLA.
3×3 AnLA framework, we can match diﬀerent LFSR transmitters with correspond-
ing NLL receivers up to 7-bit long by changing the array conﬁguration2. Figure 6-1
and 6-2 show the 7-bit LFSR transmitter and its corresponding NLL receiver, respec-
tively. The box denoted by “D” is representing a unit delay. And the dashed boxes
indicate AnLA cells performing soft XOR and EQ functions, with a unit delay. The
actual implementation on the AnLA is shown in Figure 6-3, where the top left cell is
conﬁgured as a WIRE gate, denoted by “W”. The WIRE function bypasses the input
directly to the output without any delay. It is introduced for more routing ﬂexibility
in the rectangular-connection-only array.
6.1.2 Test Results
The 3×3 AnLA chip was tested for the NLL applications. Diﬀerent bit numbers
from 3-bit to 7-bit are tested and proved to be working correctly. The 7-bit NLL
locking and tracking dynamics are shown in Figure 6-4, in which the three waveforms
are (from top to bottom): An attenuated version of the clean pseudorandom signal
generated by the 7-bit LFSR; the noisy pseudorandom signal corrupted by white
2The reason that we are unable to implement a 8-bit or 9-bit NLL is due to the routing overhead
generated by the lack of diagonal connections in the array.
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Figure 6-4: 7-bit NLL test results: the locking and tracking dynamics.
Gaussian noise, which is the input of the 7-bit NLL; and the 7-bit NLL output signal,
which is clearly synchronized to the LFSR. We can see the NLL locks onto the input
signal after 43 clock phases. In this measurement, the input signal current swing
is 47.4nA and the measured lowest SNR is -6.87dB. A plot of the Bit Error Rate
(BER) as a function of input Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is also given in Figure 6-5,
which indicates correct working even when the signal power is less than the white
noise power.
6.2 Error Correcting Code Decoding
As already have been mentioned in the preceding chapter, the Error Correction
Code (ECC) decoding algorithms such as the Forward-backward algorithm (FBA),
Viterbi algorithm, iterative turbo code decoding and Kalman Filter, could be typi-
cally mapped into some kind of Bayesian inference problems. Relevant research [83]
generalized them with some kind of local message-passing algorithms, thus embedding
them into the context of statistical inference algorithm research and message-passing
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Figure 6-5: 7-bit NLL test results: the Bit Error Rate vs. the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
plot.
algorithm development.
In this section, the mathematical formulation of the decoding problem is ﬁrstly
deﬁned; and then an exemplary FBA decoder for bitwise (7, 4) Hamming code de-
coding is mapped onto AnLA array and simulated in Matlab. Finally, discussions on
implementing other kinds of decoder on AnLA is given.
6.2.1 The Mathematical Development of ECC Decoding Prob-
lems
For the purpose of describing the ECC decoding on the AnLA array, we need to have
a formal deﬁnition of the decoding problem. However, this is such a broad topic that
we will not be able to cover completely. Therefore, here we will only give a truly
brief collection of various deﬁnitions that are crucial for our demonstration. Readers
interested in the mathematical aspects of the problem could refer to Appendix A,
which provide a more detailed derivation.
We could deﬁne a ECC decoding task as an inference problem, as follows:
At the transmitter, a codeword t = {t1, t2, ...tN} is selected from a linear (N,K)
codeword set C. After it is transmitted over a noisy channel, the receiver would
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receive a signal y = {y1, y2, ...yN}. The decoding task is that for a given channel
model P (y|t) and the received signal y, estimate the most probable transmitted
signal t.
Depending on the nature of the codes, i.e., they could be generally decoded in two
diﬀerent ways:
1. The codeword decoding problem:
Identify the most probable transmitted codeword t, given the received signal y.
Mathematically,
maxP (t|y) , t ∈ C (6.1)
2. The bitwise decoding problem:
For each transmitted bit tn, n = 1, 2, ...N , identify whether the bit was a “1” or
a “0”, given the received signal y. Mathematically,
maxP (tn|y) , tn ∈ {0, 1} (6.2)
The codeword decoding problem is mathematically equivalent to solving a Maxi-
mum APosteriori (MAP) problem, where we seek to maximize the aposteriori proba-
bility distribution funciton P (t|y). Moreover, based on the Bayes’ Formula and some
appropriate assumptions, as shown in Appendix A, we could obtain the relationship
in equation (6.3).
P (t|y) ∝ P (y|t) (6.3)
Equation (6.3) could further simplify the codeword decoding problem (or the MAP
problem) into a Maximum Likelihood (ML) problem, where we seek to maximize
the likelihood function P (y|t). Therefore, the codeword decoding problem could be
described in mathematical form as shown in equation (6.4).
maxP (y|t) , t ∈ C (6.4)
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.Because the likelihood function could be derived apriori, exclusived based on the
channel and signal property, the solution could be relatively easily obtained. This
is certainly not the case in the MAP problem, in which aposteriori knowledge is
required.
As to the bitwise decoding problem, the solution could be obtained by marginal-
izing the codeword probability distribution over all the other bits:
P (tn|y) =
∑
{tn′ :n′ =n}
P (t|y) (6.5)
Again exploiting the proportionality between the MAP probability P (t|y) and the
ML probability P (y|t) in equation 6.3, we get:
P (tn|y) ∝
∑
{tn′ :n′ =n}
P (y|t) (6.6)
As a result, the decoding criteria could be speciﬁed, which is given in equation
(6.7).
P (tn = 1|y)
P (tn = 0|y) =
∑
t
P (y|t) · I (tn = 1)∑
t
P (y|t) · I (tn = 0) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
≥ 1 ⇒ (tn = ‘1′)
< 1 ⇒ (tn = ‘0′)
(6.7)
6.2.2 Modeling the Decoder with the Message-passing Algo-
rithm on a Trellis
Although we now have the mathematical representation of the two decoding prob-
lems. Directly calculating the target functions in both of the above two maximization
problems would be computational prohibitive when the problems get to large scale.
However, iterative message-passing algorithms exist, which could reduce the problems
to more computationally feasible tasks. For example, the min-sum or max-product
Viterbi algorithms are used for codeword decoding; while FBA is used for bitwise
decoding problem.
As an demonstration of the modeling procedure, we will pick an examplary de-
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Figure 6-6: The trellis of the (7, 4) Hamming code.
coding problem, A (7, 4) Hamming code decoded by the bitwise FBA, and show key
steps in the following development.
Firstly, the FBA could be formulated on a trellis for the (7, 4) Hamming code.
The trellis, as shown in Figure 6-6, is a graphical modeling tool and a variant of the
Factor Graph. The message-passing algorithms mentioned above all works with the
trellis representation [31, 41]. Because it could also be easily mapped onto the AnLA
hardware, we choose it to be the bridge between the original mathematical problem
to the ﬁnal hardware realization.
The Forward-backward Algorithm could be derived based on the trellis. Concep-
tually, messages containing information about the received code signals are injected
into the trellis at the nodes marked with ∗ and #, and then the messages propagate
for two times independently, one from left to right (forward direction) and the other
from right to left (backward direction). The bitwise decision could be retrieved by
combining the forward messages with the backward messages at the bottom nodes.
More speciﬁcally, the seven vertical sectors of the trellis in Figure 6-6 correspond
to the seven code bits. A edge marked with an ∗ (or a #) corresponds to a bit of 1
(or 0). Let i runs over nodes labeled from 1 through I, and P (i) denotes the set of
nodes that are parents of node i. The edge from node j to i in sector n is assigned of
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a weight equal to the bitwise likelihood function:
wij = P (yn|tn) , (6.8)
where tn is the n
th transmitted bit; yn is the received bit after going through the
noisy channel. We deﬁne the forward messages αi, propagating from node 1 back to
node I, by:
α1 = 1
αi =
∑
j∈P (i)
wijαj, i = 2, 3, ..., I
(6.9)
And the backward messages βj, propagating from node I back to node 1, by:
βI = 1,
βj =
∑
i:j∈P (i)
wijβi, j = I − 1, I − 2, ..., 1
(6.10)
Finally, the merge of the forward and backward messages at each sector yields the
bitwise code probability as follows:
r(t)n =
∑
i,j:j∈P (i),tij=t
αjwijβi, t = 0, 1 (6.11)
And the posterior probability distribution is obtained after normalization:
P (tn = t|y) = 1
Z
· r(t)n , (6.12)
where the normalization constant is: Z = r(1)n + r
(0)
n .
The AnLA array schematic for (7, 4) Hamming code decoding is shown in Figure 6-
7. As can be seen from the ﬁgure, the schematic is a straight-forward implementation
of the FBA described above. The top left part of the AnLA cells performes forward
message propagation while the bottom right part is in charge of backward message
propagation. At the center, 7 UNEQ cells are used for combining the forward and
backward messages. The decoded bits of the codeword could be collected from the
outputs of these 7 UNEQ cells.
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Figure 6-7: AnLA array schematic for (7, 4) Hamming code decoding.
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number Likelihood Posterior marginal Output
n P (yn|tn = 1) P (yn|tn = 0) P (tn = 1|y) P (tn = 0|y) digit
1 0.1 0.9 0.0615 0.9385 0
2 0.4 0.6 0.6738 0.3262 1
3 0.9 0.1 0.7460 0.2540 1
4 0.1 0.9 0.0615 0.9385 0
5 0.1 0.9 0.0615 0.9385 0
6 0.1 0.9 0.0615 0.9385 0
7 0.3 0.7 0.6594 0.3406 1
Table 6.1: An examplary (7, 4) Hamming code decoding process and result.
The intuitive explanation given here should be enough for us to understand the
AnLA realization derived from the FBA that works on a trellis. Readers could get
the complete information from Appendix A, which oﬀers a formal deﬁnition of the
trellis, the mathematical description of the FBA, as well as the mapping details from
the trellis to the AnLA array.
6.2.3 Simulation Results of the AnLA Bitwise FBA Decoder
Based on the AnLA array schematic for (7, 4) Hamming code decoding, we did Matlab
simulations to evaluate the performance of the decoder. Appendix A also provide
complementary information on the simulation.
As an example, the following input received code is translated into bitwise likeli-
hood probabilities and fed into the decoding array:
[P (y1|t1 = 1) , P (y2|t2 = 1) , ..., P (yN |tN = 1)] = [0.1, 0.4, 0.9, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.3]
(6.13)
[P (y1|t1 = 0) , P (y2|t2 = 0) , ..., P (yN |tN = 0)] = [0.9, 0.6, 0.1, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.7]
(6.14)
When the decoder ﬁnishes computation, the bitwise aposterior marginal proba-
bility can be read out of the array. After normalization and comparing of the output
probability values, the decoded codeword is obtained, as shown in Table 6.1. The
decoded result is in accordance with standard decoding algorithms.
As a summary, the AnLA array is always able to produce decoded result after 56
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clock cycles. The correctness of our decoder is tested under a number of testing exam-
ples. The results matched correctly with nominal results derived from the standard
FBA implementations.
6.2.4 More Discussion
1. Implementing Min-sum Viterbi Algorithm on AnLA array
To implement this algorithm on an AnLA array, more hardware for making deci-
sion and routing is needed. That is because at every step of the whole path through
the trellis, the decision of which candidate path has the minimum log likelihood sum
or maximum likelihood product must be made. Therefore, some sort of real-time
decision and real-time reconﬁguration has to be made. The AnLA array with self-
modiﬁcation capability would suﬃce to implement this algorithm.
2. Asynchronous AnLA array
In the present implementation of the forward-backward algorithm for bitwise ECC
decoding, a lot of array cell resource is used as wiring for the message to propagate.
Because the array is timed synchronously and every cell in the array updates its state
synchronously, the synchronous wiring causes quite a large delay for the states to be
propagated from a source to a destination. This indicates a waste of computation
resource and hence room for improvement. The transition to asynchronous AnLA can
be a potentially more eﬃcient realization of the whole scheme. In the asynchronous
version of AnLA cells, the cell will be in the “unready” state if the cell state is in an
unusual state: PZ (1) = 0, PZ (0) = 0. Except that, the cell’s normal “ready” state
would still be represented by complementary analog value: PZ (1) = α, PZ (0) = 1−α.
The cell in unready state would behave like a pump, waiting for its parents to become
“ready” and then extracting its parents’ states for its computation. The parents
which provide their state for computation will be reset to “unready” state and in
turn pumping their parents’ information. In this way, an asynchronous updating rule
is established and the whole network functions almost the same as its synchronous
counterpart.
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The revision from synchronous AnLA array to asynchronous might demand some
extra digital control logic and a diﬀerent scheme of initialization for the array to work
properly. However, the gain would be large because the asynchronous updating can
not only reduce delay, but also saves a lot of energy.
In conclusion, we ﬁrst investigated a wide range of message-passing algorithms
for ECC decoding. The corresponding message-passing formulations of the min-
sum/max-product Viterbi Algorithm for MAP codeword decoding and the Forward-
backward Algorithm for bitwise decoding are developed. To demonstrate that the
forward-backward algorithm can be implemented on an AnLA array, the schematic
of a (7, 4) Hamming code decoder is designed and simulated in Matlab. Some further
discussion concerning potential improvements of the AnLA array is given at the end
of the discussion.
6.3 Image Processing
In this section, we are going to show a diﬀerent exploitation of the analog states in
the AnLA array, for the application of grey-scale image processing. The normalized
grey level of each pixel of the image is represented by the analog state PZ (1) of the
corresponding cell in the AnLA array. With each cell representing a grey-level pixel,
the AnLA array becomes a programmable image processor. Three diﬀerent imaging
processing examples are presented here.
6.3.1 Image Segmentation
Segmentation is achieved by the soft EQ operation on each cell. The soft EQ operation
on each pixel in this application can be viewed as a computation for depicting the
similarity between the pixel itself and the average of its four neighbors. In our
particular setting, each cell’s inputs X and Y are selected as in equation (6.15), in
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Figure 6-8: Segmentation eﬀect after AnLA processing: (a) Original image; (b) Seg-
mented image after 10 updates.
which A, B, C, and D are rectangular neighbors of the center cell Z.
PX (1) = PZ (t−1) (1)
PY (1) = [PA (1) + PB (1) + PC (1) + PD (1)] /4
(6.15)
In each time step, every cell does soft EQ operation and updates its state. MAT-
LAB simulation shows an excellent segmentation / low-pass ﬁltering eﬀect of the
“Lena” test image after 10 time steps (Figure 6-8).
Another way to understand this processing technique is that soft EQ tends to have
a low-pass property on its two input signals, which would smooth out the picture and
aggregate pixel intensity in a more compact manner, leading to the segmentation
eﬀect.
6.3.2 Image Edge Enhancement
A second and similar application is image edge enhancement / high-pass ﬁltering eﬀect
achieved by soft UNEQ operation. The soft UNEQ operation takes in the same input
conﬁgurations as soft EQ, i.e., equation (??). But UNEQ computation on each pixel
depicts the diﬀerence between the pixel itself and the average of its four neighbors.
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Figure 6-9: Edge enhancement eﬀect after AnLA processing: (a) Original image; (b)
Enhanced image after only 1 updates.
More importantly, in contrast to the iterative updates needed in image segmentation,
the edge enhancement eﬀect appears right after only ONE array update, owing to
the complete parallel computation on the AnLA array. MATLAB simulation shows a
good edge enhancement eﬀect in Figure 6-9, which is fulﬁlled in only one time step.
6.3.3 Motion Detection
The motion detection application is an extension of the image edge enhancement
technique. Since motion detection is usually achieved by comparing consecutive video
frames and highlighting the diﬀerence, we could apply soft UNEQ computation on
the two video frames to disclose the diﬀerence.
Therefore, the conﬁguration of the AnLA array becomes: each AnLA cell corre-
sponds to the two pixels from the two video frames of the same coordinate; the input
X and Y are the pixel values from the two pixels, as shown in equation (6.16).
PX (1) = PZ frame1 (1)
PY (1) = PZ frame2 (1)
(6.16)
After one array update, the analog states stored in AnLA would be the resultant
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Figure 6-10: Motion detection eﬀect after AnLA processing: (a) One frame from a
traﬃc video; (b) Motion detection eﬀect.
motion detection proﬁle. We used a traﬃc video stream as a testbed for our motion
detection technique. Figure 6-10 (a) shows the motion detection result of the traﬃc
video (Figure 6-10 (b)).
The image processing applications implemented in AnLA could be made very low-
power and high-speed, because not only it exploits the analog computation, but also
it fully enjoys the distributed processing capability oﬀered by AnLA. Such kind of
image processor could be useful in many real-time image front-ends that require low-
power dissipation. For example, we could integrate the AnLA image processor into
the image sensor array chip of the wireless capsule Gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy
[35] to facilitate image pre-processing and image compression before streaming the
recorded video to the wireless telemetry link, thus reducing the transmission workload.
6.4 More Potential Applications
The AnLA circuits presented here promise great potential in many research ﬁelds.
Firstly, this architecture oﬀers a new approach to a better neuromorphic design.
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Secondly, more complex image processing algorithms can be developed and used in
diﬀerent biomedical applications, given this highly programmable hardware. Thirdly,
the AnLA architecture suggests a new way to realize Software Deﬁned Radio (SDR).
Instead of ﬁrst digitizing the RF signal and then processing the signal digitally, AnLA
circuits can directly obtain the baseband signal through analog computation, only
digitizing at the output. Finally, AnLA can implement decoders for other types of
ECC codes decodable in similar message-passing algorithms, such as turbo codes and
low-density parity-check codes. Overall, an AnLA receiver is suitable for low-power
wireless applications, and in general, the AnLA architecture is promising as a versatile
platform for fast algorithm/application development.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this work, we have successfully demonstrated the potential of the Logic Automata
model by implementing the Asynchronous Logic Automata and the Analog Logic
Automata with transistor-level circuits.
The ALA cell library and the “pick-and-place” design ﬂow is developed in a 90nm
CMOS process. The cell library provides a universal computation architecture in
which the parallelism is extremely ﬁne-grained, down to the bit level. The bitwise
pipelined structure, together with the asynchronous communication interface not only
oﬀers a high computation throughput, but promises the maximum design scalability
because there are no global design constraints such as the clock and its distribution
networks. In our ALA design work ﬂow, each autonomous cell within an ALA design
could be generated by selecting corresponding cell type and interconnection directions
from the cell library and the interconnection mask layer. After cells are placed on a
grid, they align themselves automatically and a working ALA circuitry ensues. The
work ﬂow maps directly the description of computer programs into circuit realizations,
which could dramatically simplify the IC development. Example ALA circuits are
assembled with the ALA design ﬂow and tested. These ALA circuits can generally
operate at a throughput of around 1GHz and compute energy eﬃciently.
The next steps for the ALA eﬀort include both designing more eﬃcient ALA cell
library and the Reconﬁgurable ALA (RALA) development. Firstly, it is possible to
improve the C-element design by switching to other logic style implementations. The
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current C-element implementation is based on the dynamic logic structure with a weak
feedback keeper at the output to statically hold the circuit state. But a C-element is
also possible to be designed with a R-S latch and a few logic, which do not have much
short current in state transitions. This could potentially lead to less energy consump-
tion per computation. Secondly, a diﬀerent way to reduce the hardware overhead of
implementing the handshake protocol is to use a simpler communication interface.
We can continue to explore the self-timed circuitry as the asynchronous interface be-
tween ALA cells, which is more hardware eﬃcient than the PCFB-based handshaking
logic used in the current ALA cell library. Thirdly, the RALA model, as an in-band
reconﬁgurable, univeral computation system, has aroused much interest as the true
alternative to the von Neumann architecture computers. To develop transistor-level
realizations for RALA, reprogrammable capability is needed. As we now have a good
understanding of the asynchronous ﬁnite state machine that is governing the ALA
cell operation, we could try to manipulate and disassemble the asynchronous Finite
State Machine (aFSM) into parts so that the parts could be re-assembled as working
aFSM’s for RALA cells with varying behaviors in a programmable fashion.
As another variant of the Logic Automata family, the AnLA model is demon-
strated by a prototyping chip in AMI 0.5μm CMOS technology. The AnLA comput-
ing structure relaxes digital processing into its analog counterpart where the Analog
Logic principles is the primary computing mechanism. The analog computations are
eﬃcient and are made both distributed and reconﬁgurable in the Logic Automata
framework. Therefore, the reconﬁgurable AnLA implementing message-passing al-
gorithms have the potential to solve many kinds of statistical inference and signal
processing problems with much more eﬃciency than their digital counterparts. In
this work, we have already illustrated the unique advantage of AnLA in pseudo-
random signal synchronization (the NLL loop), ECC decoding and statistical image
processing. But many more applications could be found on this versatile platform.
The AnLA circuits are currently programmable, but at a cost of many-bit conﬁg-
uration storage overhead. This can be improved by cutting the cell function set to
the extent that enough functionality is maintained while the conﬁguration bit storage
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is acceptable. A second further development would be to make AnLA circuits asyn-
chronous. As explained in the ALA model, asynchrony is essential to ensure absolute
extensibility for the model. The analog state storage could be controlled by additional
logic implementing a handshake protocol to become asynchronous state storage and
transfer. Application-wise, the AnLA architecture could be potentially useful in many
ﬁelds that enjoy analog computation or statistical signal processing. For example, the
NLL circuitry as a receiver for the pseudorandom signal could be embedded into the
front end of a wide-band communication radio, with the programmability of the AnLA
NLL receiver indicating a software deﬁned RF radio. Similarly, the programmable
AnLA ECC decoder can be augmented to implement more complex decoding sys-
tems and the image processor is suitable for performing image pre-processing in some
low-power imaging systems.
Overall, this work serves as an initial investigation on the Logic Automata model,
from the hardware perspective. It could be a starting point for more future hardware
development to uncover the huge computing power of the Logic Automata.
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Appendix A
Detailed Modeling of Error
Correcting Code Decoding on
Analog Logic Automata
This chapter gives mathematical interpretation of the ECC decoding problems. It
also describes the mapping from the message-passing algorithms that solve decoding
problems, to the corresponding AnLA realization.
The two categories of decoding problems - the codeword decoding problems and
the bitwise decoding problems - are ﬁrstly mathematically formulated into a maxi-
mization problem. Message-passing algorithms running on a trellis [31, 41] are ob-
tained afterwards. And then an exemplary Forward-backward Algorithm (FBA) de-
coder for bitwise (7, 4) Hamming code decoding is demonstrated, with the mapping
procedure described in detail based on this example.
A.1 Deﬁnitions and Assumptions for the ECC De-
coding Problem
A linear (N,K) code is most commonly represented in terms of its generator matrix,
G, and its parity-check matrix, H. The examplary (7, 4) Hamming code that we will
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Figure A-1: Matrix representation of a (7, 4) Hamming code: (a)the generator matrix
G; (b) the parity-check matrix H.
be using throughout our derivation could be describe as shown in the following Figure
A-1:
We then give a deﬁnition of the linear ECC decoding task as an inference problem
[41]:
At the transmitter, a codeword t = {t1, t2, ...tN} is selected from a linear (N,K)
codeword set C. After it is transmitted over a noisy channel, the receiver would
receive a signal y = {y1, y2, ...yN}. The decoding task is that for a given channel
model P (y|t) and the received signal y, estimate the most probable transmitted
signal t.
Secondly, we introduce the two diﬀerent ways of decoding:
1. The codeword decoding problem:
Identify the most probable transmitted codeword t, given the received signal y.
In other words:
maxP (t|y) , t ∈ C (A.1)
2. The bitwise decoding problem:
For each transmitted bit tn, n = 1, 2, ...N , identify whether the bit was a “1” or
a “0”, given the received signal y.
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In other words:
maxP (tn|y) , tn ∈ {0, 1} (A.2)
Very often in practice, we have the following assumptions:
• The channel model is a memoryless white Gaussian channel.
Assuming the transmitted signal bit tn took value of +x for a digital bit of “1”;
and −x for a digital bit of “0”. The received signal bit yn is a corrupted version
of the transmitted signal tn. If the additive white Gaussian corruption has a
standard deviation of σ, the conditional distribution of yn can be written as:
P (yn|tn = 1) = 1√
2πσ2
· exp
(
−(yn − x)
2
2σ2
)
(A.3)
P (yn|tn = 0) = 1√
2πσ2
· exp
(
−(yn + x)
2
2σ2
)
(A.4)
In the context of decoding, most of the time we are interested in the relative
value of the probability terms because we can normalize probability distribution
anyway. So here we are only concerned with the ratio of the two likelihood
functions, which is suﬃcient in providing complete information of the channel
model, as in equation A.5.
P (yn|tn = 1)
P (yn|tn = 0) = exp
(
2x · yn
σ2
)
(A.5)
Because the channel noise characteristics σ and transmitted symbol waveform
x are known before-hand, we are guaranteed to obtain the likelihood function
every time we receive a signal yn from the channel, by doing a “dot-product”
computation on the transmitted symbol, x, and the received symbol, yn, as
shown in equation A.5.
• Every codeword has equal possibility of being transmitted.
This assumption leads to the simpliﬁcation that the transmitted codeword dis-
tribution P (t) (“the prior”) is uniform over the whole codeword set C.
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A.2 Mathematical Formulation of the Codeword
Decoding and Bitwise Decoding Problems
With the above preparation, we are now ready to discuss separately about the two
categories of problems, following distinct but related formulations.
A.2.1 The Codeword Decoding Problem
This problem is also called the Maximum APosteriori (MAP) decoding. Because it is
seeking to maximize the posteriori probability P (t|y). We will show that the MAP
problem could turn into Maximum Likelihood (ML) problem under the assumptions
listed previously.
According to Bayes’ Formula, we could link MAP function with ML function in
the following equation:
P (t|y) = P (y|t)P (t)
P (y)
(A.6)
In equation (A.6), the prior, P (t), is uniform under our asumption; the normal-
ization factor in the denominator is also constant, in that it is the marginalization of
the numerator over the whole codeword set C:
P (y) =
∑
t∈C
P (y, t) =
∑
t∈C
P (y|t)P (t) (A.7)
Therefore, we could ignore the prior and the normalization factor, simplifying the
MAP problem into a ML decoding problem:
P (t|y) ∝ P (y|t) (A.8)
The codeword decoding problem now becomes:
maxP (y|t) , t ∈ C (A.9)
.
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A.2.2 The Bitwise Decoding Problem
The solution for bitwise decoding problem is obtained by marginalizing the codeword
probability distribution over the other bits:
P (tn|y) =
∑
{tn′ :n′ =n}
P (t|y) ∝ ∑
{tn′ :n′ =n}
P (y|t) (A.10)
To be more speciﬁc, the probability distribution function for bit tn is:
P (tn = 1|y) =
∑
t
P (t|y) · I (tn = 1) (A.11)
P (tn = 0|y) =
∑
t
P (t|y) · I (tn = 0) (A.12)
In which the function I (•) is the indication function.
Consequently, the bitwise decoding becomes equivalent to the following compari-
son:
P (tn = 1|y)
P (tn = 0|y) =
∑
t
P (y|t) · I (tn = 1)∑
t
P (y|t) · I (tn = 0) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
≥ 1 ⇒ (tn = ‘1′)
< 1 ⇒ (tn = ‘0′)
(A.13)
A.3 The Message-passing Algorithms for ECC De-
coding
Up to now, we already have the mathematical representation of the two decoding
problems. But directly calculating the target functions in both of the above two
maximization problems would be computationally prohibitive when the problems get
to large scale. Actually, MAP codeword decoding for a general linear code is known
to be NP-complete, and marginalizing bitwise probability takes exponential time.
It is exactly because of the need to reduce computation eﬀorts needed, that
message-passing algorithms come into play. These iterative algorithms could reduce
problems to more computational feasible tasks. For example, the min-sum or max-
product Viterbi algorithms are used for codeword decoding. And FBA is used for
bitwise decoding problem. This section will discuss the algorithms working under the
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trellis representation.
A.3.1 The Trellis
In order to describe the message-passing algorithms, we need a graphical representa-
tion of the problem. A useful representation method, among others, is called trellis
[31, 41]. It is a variant of the Factor Graph and many ECC decoding algorithms
could be generalized to operate on a trellis.
• Deﬁnition of Trellis
A trellis is a graph consisting of nodes (also known as states or vertices) and
edges, in which the nodes are grouped into vertical slices called times, and the
times are ordered such that each edge connects a node in one time to a node
in a neighboring time. Every edge is labeled with a symbol. The leftmost and
rightmost states contain only one node. Apart from these two extreme nodes,
all nodes in the trellis have at least one edge connecting leftwards and at least
one connecting rightwards.
A trellis is called a linear trellis if the code it deﬁnes is a linear code. For the
purpose of discussion here, we will only consider linear binary trellises. And we list
some basic conventions and properties of the trellis here:
1. The leftmost time is numbered time 0 and the rightmost time N.
2. The leftmost state is numbered state 0 and the rightmost state I, where I is the
total number of states (vertices) in the trellis.
3. For a binary trellis, each symbol on a edge is representing either bit 1 or bit 0.
4. The width of the trellis at a given time is the number of nodes in that time.
5. For any linear code the minimal trellis is the one that has the smallest number
of nodes. In a minimal trellis, each node has at most two edges entering it and
at most two edges leaving it. All nodes in a time have the same left degree as
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each other and they have the same right degree as each other. The width is
always a power of two.
6. A minimal trellis for a linear (N, K) code cannot have a width greater than 2K
since every node has at least one valid codeword through it, and there are only
2K codewords. Furthermore, the minimal trellis’s width is everywhere less than
2(N-K).
7. K is the number of times a binary branch point is encountered as the trellis is
traversed from left to right or from right to left.
A (N,K) linear code has block length of N and could be modeled by a trellis with
(N + 1) times: A codeword is obtained by taking a path that crosses the trellis from
left to right and reading out the symbols on the edges that are traversed. Each valid
path through the trellis deﬁnes a codeword. The nth bit of the codeword is emitted
as we move from time (n− 1) to time n.
Following the above rules, we could construct the trellis in Figure 6-6, which
corresponds to the (7, 4) Hamming code as deﬁned in matrix form previously (Figure
A-1).
A.3.2 Decoding Algorithms on Trellises
We now introduce the algorithms on trellises for ECC decoding.
1. The min-sum / max-product algorithm for codeword decoding problem
The MAP codeword decoding problem can be solved using the min-sum algorithm.
Each edge of “time n” on the trellis is associated with the bitwise log likelihood cost
− log (P (yn|tn)), where tn is the transmitted bit associated with that edge, and yn is
the received symbol. Since each codeword of the code corresponds to a path across
the trellis, the cost of a journey is the sum of the costs of its constituent steps, i.e.,
the bitwise log likelihood. By adding the bitwise log likelihood together, we get the
log likelihood of a codeword. Therefore, the path with minimum cost corresponds
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to the codeword with maximum log likelihood, i.e., the most probable transmitted
codeword.
The max-product algorithm is just an alternative representation of the min-sum
algorithm, in which each edge is directly assigned the bitwise likelihood P (yn|tn), and
the path cost is obtained by multiplying together the costs of edges that are traversed
by that path. The total cost is exactly the codeword likelihood and the path that
maximizes the cost is the resultant decoded code in MAP sense. These algorithms
are also known as the Viterbi algorithm [76].
2. The forward-backward algorithm for bitwise decoding problem
The bitwise decoding problem can be solved by forward-backward algorithm,
which is an application of sum-product algorithm. To solve the bitwise decoding
problem, we assign the bitwise likelihood function P (yn|tn) to each edge on the trel-
lis just as what we did in max-product Viterbi algorithm. Then the messages passed
through the trellis deﬁne ”the probability of the data up to the current point”. Unlike
min-sum or max-product algorithm, we do not discard any path traversing the trellis,
but add the product of the message accumulatively in each step. The messages prop-
agate in forward and backward direction independently and the ﬁnal result is derived
from the combined result of forward and backward message. The detailed description
of the algorithm is give below.
Let i runs over nodes/states, i = 0 be the label for the start state, P (i) denotes
the set of states that are parents of state i, and wij be the likelihood associated with
the edge from node j to node i. We deﬁne the forward-pass messages αi by
α0 = 1 (A.14)
αi =
∑
j∈P (i)
wijαj (A.15)
These messages are called forward-pass messages and can be computed sequen-
tially from left to right. The message αI computed at the end node of the trellis is
proportional to the marginal probability of the data.
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Similarly, we deﬁne a second set of backward-pass messages βI (starts from node
I).
βI = 1 (A.16)
βj =
∑
i:j∈P (i)
wijβi (A.17)
These messages are called backward-pass messages and can be computed sequen-
tially in a backward pass from right to left.
Finally, the merge of forward and backward messages yields the bitwise code
probability. The probability of the nth bit being a 1 or 0 is obtained by doing two
summations over products of forward and backward messages. Let i runs over nodes
at time n and j runs over nodes at time (n− 1) (j is parent of i), and let tij be the
value of tn associated with the trellis edge from node j to node i. For t = 0 and t = 1,
we compute:
r(t)n =
∑
i,j:j∈P (i),tij=t
αjwijβi (A.18)
After computing r(1)n and r
(0)
n , the posterior probability distribution is obtained
after normalization:
P (tn = t|y) = 1
Z
· r(t)n (A.19)
Where the normalization constant Z = r(1)n + r
(0)
n . As a sanity check, Z should be
equal to the ﬁnal forward message αI computed earlier.
A.4 Implementation of Forward-backward Algo-
rithm on AnLA
The algorithm can be implemented on an AnLA array with both rectangular and
diagonal neighbor connections. As a proof of concept, a schematic for decoding the
(7, 4) Hamming Code introduced previously is developed and simulated in Matlab.
The schematic is shown in Figure 6-7.
The up left part of the schematic works as the forward-message passing (α mes-
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sage), while the bottom right part is doing backward-message passing (β message).
After the forward and backward messages ﬁnish propagating, the resultant messages
αi and βi, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., I}, are then merged in the center part of the schematic to give
the ﬁnal decoded bits.
Implementation details concerning the notations used in Figure 6-7 are given be-
low:
The AnLA cell can perform many diﬀerent operations according to conﬁguration.
Below is the detailed description of how to implement the desired operation on the
AnLA array for the Forward-backward Algorithm.
• Multiplication of two input probabilities — Multiply Function
Cell icon: &
Gate Function: Soft AND
Input X: Multiplicand 1, PX (1) = P1
Input Y: Multiplicand 2, PY (1) = P2
Output: Pout = PZ (1) = PX (1) · PY (1) = P1 · P2
• Multiplication with bitwise likelihood — Multiply ∗ Function
Cell icon: ∗
Gate Function: Soft AND
Input X: Bitwise Likelihood from EXT, PX (1) = P (yn|tn = 1)
Input Y: Input Probability, PY (1) = Pin
Output: Pout = PZ (1) = PX (1) · PY (1) = Pin · P (yn|tn = 1)
• Multiplication with bitwise likelihood — Multiply # Function
Cell icon: #
Gate Function: Soft AND
Input X: Bitwise Likelihood from EXT, PX (1) = P (yn|tn = 0)
Input Y: Input Probability, PY (1) = Pin
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Output: Pout = PZ (1) = PX (1) · PY (1) = Pin · P (yn|tn = 0)
• Addition of two input probabilities — Add Function
Cell icon: +
Gate Function: Soft X
Input X: Addend 1, Addend 2, PX (1) = (P1 + P2) /2
Input Y: Not care
Output: Pout = PZ (1) = PX (1) = (P1 + P2) /2
• Propagation of probability — Wire Function
Cell icon: \ or /
Gate Function: Soft X
Input X: Input Probability, PX (1) = Pin
Input Y: Not care
Output: Pout = PZ (1) = PX (1) = Pin
• Comparison of two probabilities — Bitwise Decision Function
Cell icon: UNEQ
Gate Function: Soft UNEQ
Input X: Probability of “bit 1” (output of cell “∗”), PX (1) = P (tn = 1|y)
Input Y: Probability of “bit 0” (output of cell “#”), PY (1) = P (tn = 0|y)
Output:
PZ (1) = PX (1) · PY (0)
PZ (0) = PX (0) · PY (1)
PZ (1) > PZ (0) ⇔ PX (1) > PY (1) ⇔ tn = 1
PZ (1) < PZ (0) ⇔ PX (1) < PY (1) ⇔ tn = 0
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With the above gate function, it is suﬃcient to perform forward-backward al-
gorithm. One thing worth noting is that the “Add Function” would automatically
average the two input probability, which gives an extra gain of 1/2 in message propa-
gation, as compared with the original algorithm. However, since we are only concerned
with the ﬁnal probability ratio, and the additional gain factors are applied equally to
both probability of “bit 1” and “bit 0”, this eﬀect does not aﬀect the correct operation
of the algorithm.
A.5 Matlab Simulation Details
The schematic is input into Matlab using programmed command. The script ﬁle
“layout2netlist.m” generates netlist of the decoding array according to the schematic
drawn previously. The netlist is subsequently read into simulation ﬁle “netlist2sim.m”
and the program simulate the whole array according to the conﬁguration speciﬁed in
the netlist. Another script ﬁle “netlist2layout.m” is also developed for generating the
schematic view in Matlab without actually simulating the schematic. The designed
schematic is able to give decoding results after 56 clock cycle. Figure A-2 shows
the Matlab generated schematic and the array states after completing the decoding
computation of a test input.
The description of the graphical representation in Matlab is give below:
• The grayscale indicates the state of an AnLA cell. As the intensity changes
from black to white, the value of the soft state changes from 0 to 1.
• The connection of each cell is indicated by the colored lines and triangles. The
blue lines/triangles are associated with X inputs and the yellow ones are associ-
ated with Y inputs. The lines indicate the input orientation (N, E, W, S, NW,
NE, SW, SE) while the existence of the triangles indicates either X input from
EXT (external input) or Y input from Z (input from the cell’s last state).
• Most of the unlabeled cells are performing wire function. Other cells have some
kind of labeling: the Multiply Function cell is labeled with a letter “m”, the
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Figure A-2: The AnLA array states after completing the decoding computation for
(7, 4) Hamming code decoding.
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Add Function cell is labeled with a letter “a”, and the Bit Decision Function
cell is labeled with a letter “U”.
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